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pie which tl.

but 1

in of industrial air will

inciplr which inspired the <
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,il (iin. med many dilfcrMit i

uii'' iheir ori-in in

and Ki<

I '.111. underlying all ti

'.ndamental idrptity f prim ipl<

found ; ir, in all, the direct con!

in tin- hand- of the associated i>rdin efSi !

(iuilds te dli.r forin^ of

Idy from time to timr and fi-.-m pjace to place. In

lilds dominat. (1 and al:

tu. or the- mm.
ind thr mimicij'.

lu in under control. 1-ut. \\'hai

their exact relationship to other social
]

haracter persisted. It was :m axiom of

m. diaeval industry tliat direct m. nt and

COii nld be in tin- hand> of the
,

ndcr

a s\>t m of n filiation in the common i

With these gen OS in mind

to look more cl<

\vh diaeval organization assumed, particul

in this country. M. Renard naturally ha^ the ('

j.erially th- .inly

in mind. We must in t: -duction

d\v'll
i rly upon the conditions which prevailed

in ;

both the 1
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II.D- IN IIII. MIDI*

.<lu.il ni. but th nan
held hi only l>y viitiie of lull

membc r-hip in hi- .uild. 11- was not

adopt any methods of production or any scale of
\

dnction he nii^ht choe
;

li an

elaborate regulation of both the <juantity and the

quality of his products, of the price which he >h..uld

:rge to the consumer, and of his relations to

journeymen and apprentices. He worked withir

rly de lined code of rule- which had the obje. |

Eegliarding the independeiue. (-(juality and

prosperity of the craft -men. of keeping broad the

highway of promotion from apprentice to journeyman
and from journeyman to master, and also of preserving
the integrity and well-being of the craft by guarding
the consumer against exploitation and shoddy gc

-

The (iiiild was thus internally a self- iv-nla ting unit

laying down the conditions under wliich production
be carried on, and occupying a recognized

status in the community based on the performaix
ain communal functions. It was not, however,

wholly independent or self-contained
;

it had inti-

mate relations with other Guilds, with the municipal

authority of the town in which it was situated, and,

in increasing measure, with the national State within

whose area it lay. There is about these relations,

with which we are here primarily concerned, a con-

rably greater obscurity than about th- main st;

tine of industrial organization. In particular, one of

th- most ob^< me i hapters in English industrial history
.vhich deal- with the relatio; n the Craft

c.uilds of which we have been speaking and the muni-

cipal authorities.

In the great days of the Guild system the in* hi

mai \s almost entity local. Long-dist
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BT it h.nl l>eL;iin i;

int. ns in connection \\i\\i tl

in 13^1 tlu- first

during tlu- fifteenth and 'h centu:

code- of industrial regulation 1>y tl the

rule and practice oi ift.

\\V have then to distinguish already two

in whi h the St,.' .mod dit i.-lation

mediaeval industrial 01 don, Inth-

the (iuild system industry was local in <1

and the (iuild^ came into relations primarily with the

municipal authority, and only occasionally with tin-

even when the Guild charter was -

directly from the Crown. In the second period, v

the Guild system was already at the be.^innn

long period of disintegration, the State was developing

a comprehensive economic policy which coven

industrial organization.

us look rather more closely at the first of t

o period^, the period of the rise and predomin
of Guild organization ;

and let us repeat our

as to the relations which existed between the Guilds

and the State or municipal authority. The first foim

of Guild organization in this country was undoubi

that of the
" Guild Merchant," a general orga:

including both trading and manufacturing e!

and deriving special privileges for its trade by vi

of a Charter secured directly from the Crown. I

n, is our first clear relation. The Guild Merchant

its organization, at any rate its privi!

and autho. nt of th- In

pi
I power thus a<

ut the kingdom. Tin- I

the (iuild Merchant to the municipal auth'-:
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GUILDS IN Till- MIDDI I

. ntion in the ailairs

.uilds \\ ! i he \\di

the consumer were involved; and this ri.^lit

.in-ntly 1 in tli- .iiilds which

the Hipply of food and dunk. .Neither tin-

limits of Guild authority U-T the limits <,f municipal
intervention were accurately <T uniformly defined. In

the system oscillated from the one side to

tin- other. Sometimes the Guild- : and main-

tained a comparative immunity from municipal n

lation, and sometimes a recalcitrant < iuild \

to book by a strong-handed municipal authority.
se and balance between the part n many

cases made the more even because both alike oft

derived their authority from a special Char* ted

by the Crown. Indeed, one of the re^nla ts of

the (raft Guild, in its battle for independence from

-ide control, was to get from the Crown a

nite Charter of incorporation, granting to the

Guild the wide>t range of powers that it was able

to secure.

The Guild was essentially a local organization, and,

in placing it in its relation to the municipal autho;

are describing it in its essential economic chara

relation to the national State, like that of the

municipality itself, was far more occasional and inci-

dental, and, apart from one or two broad i

policy connected mainly with the \\.,nllen industry,
the interest of the national State in the town.-, and

the: n industrial organization, was primarily
financial. The protection of the coiiMiniei

minor motive
;

the stimulation of urban industry had

hardly become a general ob
j illy

aid the granting of ( i whether to

n or to Guild, was far less a mati onomic.
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I es, however, ii rarely, i :
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.ayini; k>s. Tin- was, however, dearly
1 a special declaratory Act passed nnd I

,

wliirh clearly empowered the JIM fix bine

minimum rates, shows that there had ! ubt

abut it.

In any case the -eiieral t-iuleiicy of the Tnd<>r

hdion is clear. It aimed at

ttg by law the existing so ial strud

idardizing the relation^ between th-

pur m all in their places under the d

>f tlie sovereign State. In sliort^thc Tudor

n-}: mojL^ojnpIete^ri i

regulation Q
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mild system was in decay. As V

and accuinulatrd. the tendencies tov.
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\ THE KIDDLE

of tlu- traders, either by th.

forces . 01 by tin- ;

!i or monopoly from th<

actual producer retained his power, lie did

so by a transformation of function. Gradually; he

turned into a capitalist trader and lost all unity <>l

intent and outlook with the working craftsman,

We need not here follow the (iuild system tin

its later stages of decay and dissolution. \Vln-;

Guilds did not die they shrank up as a rule into

capitalistic and oligarchical association p by
;>ower within the Guild was taken away from the

ordinary Guild member by the creation of priv;

i, access to which was possible only to
" m

substance." This process of oligarch i /at ion can be

traced very clearly ia Mr. George Unwin's admirable

history of the Guilds and Companies of London. No
doubt its coming was more obvious in London than in

smaller industrial centres; but the essential features

of the change were everywhere substantially tin- same.

The constant attacks on patents and monopolies in the

later years of the reign of Elizabeth and under the

Stuarts were, in part, attacks upon the priv

granted to mere courtiers and adventurer.^
;

but when

monopoly came their way, the undemocratic Guilds

and Livery Companies were to the full a rd in

abusing their powers as the merest : venturers

who found or bought the royal favour.

From the time of the Stuarts, at least, the Guild

a had ceased to count at all as a method of

industrial organization. It is doubtful whether.

in th' test days, the Guilds ever included the

whole personnel of the trades and industries \

they controlled, and :
I iin that, as the tendency

towards oligarchy became manifest in th
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in ' wn life !,.il govi
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1 in Handera. In tlii^ country tli-

L or the in

the p< rfect development of the duild

hilt e\ the

(iin': operative.

since tl down of the ( .nild

of national and internal

n the point of view of economic organ i/.

falls into two contrasted halves a period ol

in wliieh the S1 nmed the Mipr
dii . industrial affairs, and a jxii-xl <,f St

abdication in the nineteenth century, during \\ i

th< i no collective' organization, and i con<

mat re left t<> ti. ;-lay of economic f.n

; kin.ij' in a milieu of competition. 1'

two pniods stand to < ber in shaip COntf;

i point of eh iblance b

them. In neither \ ny functional 01

:\ co-ordinating and < .omic lil

nation. In the first period t!

industry as a universal and sovereign authority ;
in

second period nobody at all was allowed to i

indn-try, which ipposed to regulate itself by a

sort lainedharmony of economic law. Inl>

the purely economic or^.

the performance of specific fu;

racteristic of i al organi/atioii had

d, or at all events had ceased to be the v

in induM: Local

functional organixation^ had ceased to be a*.
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bouteill: r a chid herdsman.

According to others aram. tin- Church, th,

int. ,il association, IKK!, by tin- xamplc oi

monastic orders and religious brotherhood flu-

idity lessons and examples of \vhirh tin not slow

to take advantage.

According to the opposite theory, cadi guild was a

sep on, born, as it \\<r<
. by spontaneous

oration, and had no connection with the
j

Associations (gildac), scholac, colleges all had 1

killed by the hostility of the central power bet-

had had time to mature fully. They were children

of the necessity which compelled the weak to unite

for mutual defence in order to remedy the d

and abuses of which they were the victims. They
were the result of the great associative movement,
which, working by turns on political and economic

lines, first gave birth to the communes, and so created

a social environment in which they could live and

develop. The craftsmen, drawn together into one

street or quarter by a similar trade or occupation,
the tanners by the river, or the dockers by the port,

acquired for themselves in the towns which had won
more or less freedom the right to combine and to make
their own regulations.

2

1

Bouteillicr, an official for the in-pcclion and :ulence

of wine in a royal household.
1 A short study and a detailed bibliography of the origin of guilds

will be found in M toire des corporations de

metier, book i.. 2nd edition. \Ve recommend r but
do not ourselves accept all the author i

,
he

German, Knglish, and French sources of informal

we add a list of Italian works, or works concerning Italy, which deal

with the same subject, classifying them according t<

dopt.

theory of the separate creation of each

\rrigo Solmi (Le Assozieuioni in Italia avantt le origini del

Commune, 1898), but since then the works and criticisms of Messrs.
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into "litical

ten political

t they should find, in Europe, social conditions

in which the need for union, frit by t!

population, could act on thrir weakness and

likr an invigorating wind, infusing new life into thrin.

It \\ ssary that they should find in the town l

which sheltered tlirni, a little ind.-peiident cent

which would permit the seeds of the future, which they
held, to grow and bear fruit unchecked.

It may then be concluded that there was, if not a

definite persistence of that which had already existed,

at least a survival out of the wreckage, or a develop-
ment of germs, which, thanks to the surround

conditions, underwent a complete metamorphosis.
2. What we have just said explains both how it was

that the guilds were not confined to any small region,

and why they were not of equal importance in all

the countries in which they were established. They
are to be met with in the whole of the Christian West,
in Italy as well as in France, in Germany as well as in

England. They were introduced simultaneously with

town life in the countries of the north. There

sufficient authority for believing that the system which

they represent predominated in those days in the tin

worlds which disputed the coasts and the supremacy
of the Mediterranean the Roman Catholic, the

Byzantine, and the Mohammedan. Thus there reigned

in the basin of that great inland sea a sort of unity
of economic organization.

This unity, however, did not exclude variety. The

guilds were more alive and more powerful as the towns

1 The origin of the cities having been so d Finch,

Les OrigitifS de I'ancicnne France). which predominat'
each must have been equally diverse.
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CHAPTER II

I HI- ORGANIZATION OF THE GUILDS

I. IT is sometimes imagined that the guilds united

all the merchants and all the craftsmen of one region.

This is a mistake. At first those who lived in t la-

country, with rare exceptions,
1 did not belong to them :

certain towns, Lyons for instance, knew nothing of

this method of organization, and even in those towns

where it was in existence, there were trades which

remained outside, and there were also isolated workers

who shunned it home-workers, who voluntarily or in-

voluntarily kept themselves apart from it.
2

Guilds, tlu-n
,

were always privileged bodies, an aristocracy of labour.

It is also imagined that they were voluntary

organizations of a uniform type. There is the classic

division into three degrees or grades. Just as under

the feudal system, a man became successively page,

esquire, and knight, and it was necessary, in order

to rise from one stage of the hierarchy to the next,

to complete a certain time of service and of military

education, so in the guild organization, he was first

an apprentice for one or more years, then a journey-
man (garfon, valet, compagnon, servitcur), working

< Artt dei Fabbri, for instance : over all the suburbs
of Florence.

* In France, for example, a lon^; fought betwe*

guilds an <

:

.ilk-d chambrelans.

6
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which they becamememb : i the game which
1 \vhii h the

wh- . UK v.
I

'

;

< ...-.
i all d . n

and just as -:bri could tli-

;

it In- defined as a union of uni>

The Middle Age was not an age of equality. Usually
the Croups united under a central gnvenin.

whirh predominated, which held fuller

corporate rights; tin others, regarded as inferiors,

i joyed a greater or smaller part of such rights.

Some did not enjoy the privilege of co-operating in

tion of the federal magistrates, to whom none

less they owed obedience
;
others were not allowed

to carry the banners, towards which they nevertru i

had to contribute their share.

Take, for example, the Arte dci medici, spcziali,

e mcrciai, at Elorence, which included, as may be

seen, three membri doctors, apothecaries, and haber-

dashers. This seems a heterogeneous assemblage, but

the first two are easily accounted for ;
and if the

connection is less clear between the last and these two,

it may be found in the fact that the haberdashers,

like the great shops of our own day, sold some of

everything, and consequently kept in their shops those

foreign drugs and spices of which the speziali were the

usual depositaries.
2 The complication is here increased

because the speziali, among whom Dante was enrolled,

included as subordinate membri the painters combined

with the colour merchants, while the saddlers were

coupled with the haberdashers. 3

1 A similar organization existed a* rg. The Zunft (guild)
in(.}.. ;tl Antwerke, see Schmoller, Die Strassburger Tucher

>:unft Urkunden and Darstcllung.
* R. Davidsohn, Forschungen zur Geschichte von Florenx.

A. Doren, Entwicklung und Organisation der Florentiner Zunftc ;

G. Renard, La Revolution sociate an XIV* sitele.
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besi . sharii. lite, ea( his

:iijoys and sorrow^ him in

processions and at public (nvnmnies, until the day
hiniM-ll >h<mld rise to 1

4. It is convenient to lu^in with the I<AY<

1 work upwards. The apprentice was, as may be

iina-inrd, the object of a somew: solicit 1

Apprenticeship, in "small" industry, with which it

was intimately associated, was the means of ni.

taming that professional skill on which the piild

prided itself. Thp apprpntirq wft a child whom

_parents or guardians 1 to be taught a

tr.ule as he was ten or twelve years of age,

although, there was no fixed age limit. A ma-
found wlu- irn. Every instructor mu>t

be a master : he must also be of good life and

character, endowed with patience, and approved of

by the officers of the guild. If he were recognized
as capable of carrying out his duties, the two parties

bound themselves by a contract, often verbal, often

also made before a notary. This fixed the length of

the apprenticeship, which varied greatly in different

trades
;

for it might cover from one to six, eight,

ten, or twelve years ; sometimes it stipulated for

a time of probation usually a fortnight during

which time either side could cancel the agreement.
The apprenticeship was not free of expense, at any
rate to begin with, and the child's guardians paid
an annual fee in corn, bread, or money. In return,

the child received his lodging, food, clothes, wash

and light, and was supervised and taught in the

master's house. Certain contracts contain special

clauses : one states that the family will supply clothes

and boots
; another, that the apprentice shall receive

a fixed salary after a certain time
;

another pro\
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for having beaten and k t h
;

a mistiv indictrd for IKI\ t-vil liv:

a yo who IKK! been cnti re. In

case the apprentice was removed from

unworthy master and put into saf< r i

it happened tli.it tl ter was attacked by a 1<

and serious illness, or that through trouble and poverty
he could no longer carry out his agreement.
A custom, however, sprang up which threatened to

k the system. This was the practice of buy:
for money so many years or months of service, tl.

establishing a privilege to the detriment of professional
*

knowledge and to the advantage of the well-to-do. A
sum of money took the place of actual instruction

received, and some apprentices at the end of two

years, others only at the end of four, obtained their

final certificate which allowed them to aspire to

mastership.
Attention should be called to the fact that there

are many statutes which limit the number of

apprentices. What was the motive of this limitation ?
'

The reason which was usually put foremost namely, |

the difficulty one master would have in complet
the technical education of many pupils does not

i to have been always the most serious. Perhaps
a reduction was insisted on by the journeymen, for

it was usually to the interest of the masters to have

a great many apprentices, and to keep them for a

long time at that stage. They were so many help
to whom little or nothing was paid, although the

work exacted of them nearly equalled that of the

journeymen. Therefore we must not be astonished

if the latter looked unfavourably on these young

competitors who lowered the price of labour. The

poor apprentices were thus between the devil and the
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nired to be deo iot only out of

consider Iso because they
had to live and work all clay in the master's house.

The master, when he was satisfied with th< ^ces

ml when he had assured himself that In- v.

mother master who had more need of

la than himself, could eni^e the workman. '1

contract which bound them was often verbal, 1

s a certain solemnity attaching to it ;
for the

workman had to swear on the Gospels and by the

s that he would work in compliance with the

rules of the craft.

The engagement was of very varying duration
;

it

might be entered into for a year, a month, a week, or

a day. The workman who left before the time agreed

upon might be seized, forced to go back to the workshop,
and punished by a fine. If the master wished to dismiss

the workman before the date arranged, he had first to

state his reasons for so doing before a mixed assembly

composed of masters and journeymen. A mutual

indemnity seems to have been the rule, whether the

workman abandoned the work he had begun, or

whether the master prematurely dismissed the man
he had hired. 1

The journeyman had to work in his master's work-

shop, and it was exceptional for him to go alone to a

client (in which case he was duly authorized by the

master), or to finish an urgent piece of work at home.

The length of the working day was regulated by the

daylight. Lighting was in those days so imperfect
that night work was forbidden, as nothing fine or

1 Hauser, Ouvricrs du temps passe, pp. 59-76 ; Boissonnade,
Essai sur I'organisation en Poitou, <: mt-

Lon, Histoire des corporations de mttier, p. 89 ; Fagniez, Docu-
ments relatifs d I'histoire de I'Industrie et du commerce en Prance,
vol. i. p. 268.
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.ken as an unauthorized hoi an

ts had thi-ir uvular dead season :

l thus at P.

amoni: the bucklers (makers of brass burkles) the

month of A
but such holidays, probably uii] as was
also the arrangement to be found amon^ the weavers

villr, which limited the amount ni work a

journeyman mi^ht do in a day.
For various reasons it is difficult to state precisely

what wages were paid ;
there are very few documen

the price of labour varied very mucli in different

crafts and at different periods ;
the buying power of

money at any given time is a difficult matter to deter-

mine
;

2 and finally, it was the custom to pay a workman

partly with money and partly in kind. It must not

be forgotten too that a man ate with his master, a

decided economy on the one hand, and on the other

a guarantee that- he was decently fed. Sometimes lie

received an ell of cloth, a suit of clothes, or a pair of

shoes.8 It has been stated that his wages (which were

paid weekly or fortnightly) were, in the thirteenth

century, enough for him to live on decently.
4 It has

been possible to reconstruct the earnings and expendi-
ture of a fuller at L&m in the year 1280

;
the inventory

of a soap-maker of Bruges of about the same date 5

has been published ;
it has been estimated that in

those days the daily wage of a compagnon at Aix-la-

1 Hauser, Ouvriers du temps passe, p. 62 /, Documents

relatifs d I'histoire de I'Industrie et du commerce vol. i.

pp. 36, 220.
* Avcncl. Ilistoire economique de la propriete, des salaires, des

denrees et tous Ics prix en general, pa
* Boissonnade, Essai sur Vorganisation du travail en Poitou,

depuis le XI* siicle jusqu'd la Revolution, vol. ii. p. 150.
4 Marti: >n, Histoire des corporations de metier, pp. 135,

291, 294.
* Vanflcrkinderc, Le Siecle des Arteveldf, \ jr,

p. 315. note.
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.duly one
\

d the < aid,

and that al<
:j

a barrier lu-tv.

the tWO, But where
"
small

"
induMrv pi< d< .mina

not as yet a \

between two diametrically opposed Ncvert

in tins tinu> onwards, an c
and discord may be traced.

First the privileges accorded to the sons of in.

tended to close the guilds and to keep the workmen
in the position of wage - earners ; th e to

serious dissatisfaction. Besides this, the masters

re not always just, as even their prove.
Those of the tailors of Montpellier, which v. just

quoted, decreed that the workshops of every in,

who had defrauded a workman of his wages should

be boycotted. These injustices therefore must have

occurred, since trouble was taken to repress them.

Still more acute was the di i in towns

where the rudiments of
"
great

"
industry existed.

Strikes broke out, with a spice of violence. In 1280

the cloth-workers of Provins rose and killed the mayor ;

l

at Ypres, at the same date, there was a similar revolt

for a similar reason, viz. the attempt to impose on

workmen too long a working day. At Chalon, the

king of France had to intervene to regulate the hours

of labour. Already the question of combination was

discussed, and the masters did their best to pre\

it. At Rheims in 1292 a decision by arbitration

prohibited alliances whether of compagnons against

masters or of masters against compag* 1 his

already displays the spirit of the famous law which

to be voted by the Constituent Assembly in

i tin-Saint-Lon, Histoire des corporations de wttier, p. 280.
1
Fagniez, Documents relatifs d Vhistoirt de I' Industrie rt dn
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20 GUILDS IN THE MIDDLE AGES

6. Finally we should take into accou rendition

of the masters in the lesser guilds where tin- workshop
d small, intinia

1

homely, but tt

shal. nitly meet with a-ain when we come to

study the life and purpose
. who made the statutes and administered tli>

For the present to mention that women
e not cxeludrd from guild life. It would be a*

mistake to i: that the woman of the Middle A
confined to her home, and was ignorant

difficulties of a worker's life. In those days she had

an economic independence! such as is hardly to be met
with in our own times. In many countries she pos-

sessed, for instance, the power to dispose of her property
without her husband's permission. It is therefore

natural that there should be women's guilds organized
and administered like those of the men. They existed

in exclusively feminine crafts : fifteen of them were

to be found in Paris alone towards the end of the

thirteenth century, in the dressmaking industry and

among the silk-workers and gold-thread workers especi-

ally. There were also the mixed crafts that

crafts followed both by men and women which in

Paris numbered about eighty. In them a mast

widow had the right to carry on her husband hop
after his death. This right was often disputed. Thus
in 1263 the bakers of Pontoise attempted to tal.

from the women, under the pretext that they were not

strong enough to knead the bread with their own han

their claims, however, were dismissed by an ordinance

of the Parlcmcnt. Another decree preserved to the

widows this right even when tl. remarried to a

man not of the craft.

Nevertheless, in many towns, above all in those

where entry into a guild conferred political rights and
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killing days were yet to come. 1 All the san

iency to ke in an i

posit

ppearances of which amongst

10 by side with

guilds
' hunibl-

others of a very dn vpe.

7. I' go on to study the great c

and in .Ids profound ineqi

appear. Nor do these disappear with

with the bankers' or with tin- drapers' guilds,

ir organ mnded on '

^t system. The masters, often grouped
together in companies, are great personages, rich

B, separated from those

ploy by a deep and permanent gulf.

It the following for information concerning th legal and
status of Gaston Richard. Ltt Ftmmus da*t

I'ktU '
t pjsst. pp, 142-160;

Fagniez. Documents relatiff a I'kutwe dt I tndusin* tt dm commtux
JO^.



GUILDS IN Till-: .MIDDLE AGES

; (mild M.-rehants. and the

i the commune of Floi nay
be taken as types of lh- > ommrn ial -mids.

in making their
j>

and i : ot priority, and

later by right of wealth, all that existed in the v

of business, the f .'<?s mcrcatorum, and they

long retained an uncontested supremacy. Not only
whole body, but the heads of the houses or soci<

dependent on them, had numb.: :bordin;.

destined for the most part to remain subordinates-

cashiers, book-keepers, porters, brokers, carriers, agents,

messengers. These paid agents often sent abroad

to the depots, branch houses, bonded warehouses,

fondouks, owned collectively or individually by the

wholesale merchants whose servants they were were

always under the strictest regulations. Take, for

instance, the prohibition to marry whirh the Hanseatic

League imposed on the young employees whom it

planted like soldiers in the countries with which it

led. Nor was the Florentine Arte di Calimala,

so called after the ill-famed street in which its rich

and sombre shops were situated, any more lenient to

those of its agents who, especially in France, were set

to watch over its interests. The merchants of the

Calimala buyers, finishers, and retailers of fine cloth,

money-changers too, and great business magnates,

constantly acting as mediums of communication

between the West and the East were far from treating

their indispensable but untrustworthy subordinate

a spirit of brotherhood. They looked on them with

1 Consult \V. J. A '-nowic History, concerning guildae
and houses. A bibliography will be found in vol. i. See also Cmile
\Vo:
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of prochu ti>n in modern times which is tin- result of

The wholes tb inn. hauls no loi

with tlu-ir own hands
; they confined th- I to

is and ling everything; they
; the initiative

; they were the prime movers

in tin- weaving trades which depended on their ord<

inantity and quality of production ;

sed the price of raw material, and the workm-

es ; tht-y often provided the appliances for work
;

v undertook the sale and distribution of goods,
the risks, but also the profits. Already they

were capitalists, fulfilling all the functions of captains
of industry.

What became, then, of the intimate and cordial

relations between masters, journeymen, and ap-

prentices ? The guilds began to assume a character

unlike anything which could exist among the clothiers

or blacksmiths for instance. This new state of affairs

suddenly arose at Florence in the Arte della Lana. At
some periods of its existence this guild had a member-

ship of 20,000 to 30,000, but it was like a pyramid,
with a very large base, numerous tiers, and a very small

apex. At the summit were the masters, who were

ruited entirely from among the rich families and
formed a solid alliance for the defence of their own
interests. Forced to guard against the perils which

threatened their business on every hand the difficulty

of transport, a foreign country closed to them by
i or by a tariff, the jealousy of rival towns they
cl to recoup themselves by employing cheap labour,

and, remembering the maxim "
divide and rule," they

ranked the workmen they employed in different

degrees of dependence and poverty.
Some classes of workers, such as dyers and retailers,
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el with eeelesiastiral .

; with e.\i oininr. hie repeated :

llciit id- ihunderbolts of

the Umivh lor

B lower tier ai^ain we find i

and I of wool, the fullers and the soapboil
who formed the lowest grade of the labouring classes

rue industrial pro!. arnfrs already

living under the regime of modern manufacture. They
were crowded together in large workshops, subje.

to a rigorous discipline, compelled to come and go at

the sound of the bell, paid at the will of the ;

and always in silver or copper, or in small roin whieh

was often debased, supervised by foremen, and placed
under the authority of an external official who was a

sort of industrial magistrate or policeman chosen by
the consuls of the arte and empowered to inflict fines,

discharges, and punishments, and even imprisonment
and torture. In addition, these tools or subjects of

the guilds were absolutely forbidden to combine, to

act in concert, to assemble together, or even to emigrate.

They were the victims of an almost perfect system of

slavery.
This short sketch shows how necessary it is to dis-

criminate between the various types of guilds. But,
however much they differed in their inner character-

istics, they shared many points of resemblance whieh

we must now proceed to examine.



CHAPTER III

I HI ADMINISTRATION OF 1 i IDS

. .-mid was a voliintai v associat

les and
them-

manded of thos<

ma> to it. proofs 01

doxy, political lov.ilty, and ol-

regv. contribution. Once enrolled,

Citllld lint

.on to do so, and dischan

debts owing to tlio t;uild. He could be expelled
N regulations or of the laws

ite.

association thus constituted was autonomous
;

it 1 and legal person ; it could possess
wealth in Kind ioney, or bond> uld

i court through
s, proctors,

It 1.

with its co.

and i. It vi 10 limits 01

n was semi-

he masters of whom it
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right-. Tli .ands <>i

\vhirh made, or at 1<

ihe Miles, ;ind ;

remaikablr that from <> of Europe to tin- oi

;itical formulae on more than one point are found
;

tlu- \vonls relating to the subject of prohibition, for

ie presume or be so bold as to. . . .'
fl

of any importance pled^in^ the whole

could be without the advice and

ratification of the assembly. The ini nvolved

, however, so complex, the business of such daily

occurrence, that it would have been impossible to

convoke the assembly on every occasion
;

it therefore

became necessary to create an organ of government, an

executive, and at the same tune a judicial, power in

other words, to nominate officers to act in the name
of the guild. The method of nomination varied in

every age and region. In most cases the election was
made directly l>y the masters alone, or indirectly by

tors whom they nominated
; sometimes, but ran

the inferior members of the complex guilds, journeymen
of the simple guilds, took part, and a certain number
of those elected belonged to their group. In ot

cases the nomination depended on the lord or on

some one to whom he had delegated his authority ;

in others it was held by the municipal magistrates, as

at Toulouse ;
and in others again the resigning officials

nominated their successors or filled vacancies as they
occurred. In Italy there were complicated systems
in imitation of those in use for the communal magis-
tracies. The candidates' names were proposed, and

accepted or rejected by acclamation or by secret ballots;

1 It is certain that in Great States the statutes of the di:.

towns were connected, and it is probable that they were so in the

period preceding the formation of '
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though tin their headship, might still

have some official duties. 1

se officci lly not long in power some-

times only a few months, ami practically never lo;

than a year ;
their duties ended with a statement of

>unt> which earned with it ineli^ibility to re-election
1

for a certain time.

There was always a fear of creating magisterial
. dynasties which might perpetuate themselves at will,

and of encour;i he development of cliques ;
for

these reasons several members of a family or busi

house were not allowed to sit on the guild committee
v
simultaneously.

The reason why so much trouble was taken to divide

the responsibilities was because they conferred consider-

able power and entailed a great deal of absorbing work.

The heads of the guilds, by whatever name they were

called, took an oath that they would first and foremost

see that the rules were carried out no easy ma:

In this respect they had legal powers, and they not

only acted as arbiters in the quarrels which arose

among the members, but also in the conflicts which

in the great merchant guilds might arise in the course

of trade even with foreigners : disputes over wei

and measures, bankruptcies, frauds, reprisals, etc.

They were, in fact, public officials, and their consular

tribunals were to become in time the organs of the

Commune. In the industrial guilds they had to

watch over production, inspect the articles of manu-
facture in the workshops, to make sure that they were

in conformity with the prescribed rules. In cases of

mquency they had the right to seize and burn the

goods and to inflict a fine on the offenders. In some

1

Fagniez, Documents relatifs d I'histoire dc I'industrie ft du

commerce en France, vol. u. p. 189.
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CHAPTER IV

HIE AIMS AND METHODS OF THE GUILDS

THE guilds appear to have had three essential ail

an economic aim, a social and moral aim, and a political

aim.

i. The economic aim comes first in time and

importance. The guild was first and foremost a

fighting organization for the defence of the trade

interests of those who belonged to it. It was jealous
both of the welfare and of the honour of the craft two

things intimately connected
;

for it realized that good

reputation is one of the conditions of good business.

Naturally the first means to suggest itself for the

attainment of this double ideal was the i >u of

. production and sale.

With regard to production, the guilds prided tlu.-Hi-

selves on giving an official guarantee i >nsumer.

Hence the many articles contained in the statut<

which they boast of their good faith,
1 or make a point

of emphasizing the honesty of their tra<:

hence their complicated regulations, often so i

understood by historians, for the prevention of bad

work
;
hence the minute instructions J^KX i ibin,u

r tin-

number of vats into which the Florentine dyer was
to dip his materials and the quantity and quality of

'

itutcs of the Calimala, bk. ii. art. 35 and 44.

32
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L^lllld prided it

shop> hut Implied pmdu ;heir kind;

n , : and si <nd iurther

nred that it >hnuld 1 lal tiade-n

i ::';.: At

Ypres, towards the end of the thirtcciitli erntury, the

ill tlius officially accepted numbered 8000

Nor was this all
;

like Caesar's wife, the -uild

mu>t be above suspicion ;
not only iraud. but tin-

very apprai Iraud was rigorously exrluded, all

that mijjit deceive the buyer was forbidden. In

Florence jewellers might not use sham stones, even

if they declared them to be such
;

-
in Paris it

forbidden to make glass jewels in imitation of

stones, or to put a leaf of metal under an emerald to

give it an artificial brilliance
;

3
plated and lined goods

were not allowed, as they might be mistaken for solid

gold or silver.
4 Once when a goldsmith, thin kin.:.

harm, had made a bowl of this kind, it was decided.

after deliberation, to sell it secretly, and he

cautioned never to make another.

was as carefully watched over as production.
Not only had the weights and measures to be verified

and controlled in conformity with carefully preserver 1

standards, but at Florence, for instance, the
"
iron

ruler
"

of the Calimala was the standard for measuring
woollen materials, and there were besides minute

directions for measuring ;
there were prescribed

methods for measuring a piece of cloth, or for filling

a bushel with onions by placing the arms round the

1 Statuts de Calimala.
1 La Sorsa, Gli statuti degli orefici e sellai fiorentini al pr.

del secolo xiv.
*
Fagniez, Documents relalifs a I'histoirc de I'Industrie et du

commerce en France, vol. ii. pp 71,

'mre du travail et des travailleurs, p. 22.
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him who betrayed the

: i<rity o\vr the

others! II i by liis fellows ;md by

law. The me; of the ( alnnal.

what was said in thr Councils of tin- vjiild.

6 owed ])art of her wealth to th<

alone knew th. of making ;/old and

sih ade, A example of what it nr

cost to be indiscreet may be found in a Venetian

workman carry into another country

any art or craft to the detriment of the Republic

will be ordered to return
;

if he disobeys, }\\^

- will be imprisoned, in order that the solidarity

of the family may persuade him urn; ii

-ists in his disobedience, secret in

taken to have him killed wl he may The

following is an example of the jealous care with which

the guild tried to prevent any encroachment on

domain : in Paris the guild of the bird

attempted, though unsuccessfully, to pre\
from setting on eggs canaries which they had ca:

as it injured the trade of the guild.
1

It may well be imagined that guilds so jca lo-

th eir prerogatives did not make it easy for me
and workmen coming in from outside. In tin

towns (i.e. towns in which industry was organised)
a master's licence obtained in a neighbour
even a sister, town, was invalid, just as to-day the

diploma of doctor of medicine gained in one country
does not carry with it the right to practice in another.

To open a shop, it was necessary to have served an

apprenticeship in that city ;
or at the very least it

l necessary to have learnt the trade for the sa

il Lacroix, Alceurs, usages et costumes du ntoyen Age et a

I'tpoque de la Renaissance, pp. 234 and 430.
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prm-iit forced it in split up. Thus we
lin<: tOWnS that the \vinr UK n hants v

iivided into five < '. v. ! ale men ha;

(hotel ), who Indeed and catered ;

mi-keepers), who served food and drink ;

tnicrs (publicans), who served drink only; and

uds d pot (bottlers), who retailed wine to be

takt n away. It followed that the dividing line between

guild and guild was often very doubtful, and this

situation \vas continually giving rise to dill'-

quarrels, and lawsuits, some of which lasted for

centuries.

In one case 1 we find a currier, who had taken to

tanning, forced to choose between the two trades
;

in

another we find goldsmiths forbidden to encroach

the business of money-changing. Interminable <

putes dragged on between the tailors, who sold new

clothes, and the sellers of old clothes,
2 and the courts

laboured for years and years to fix the exact moment
at which a new suit became an old one ! The harness

makers quarrelled with the saddlers
;

the sword

polishers with the sword-pommel makers
;

the bal.

with the confectioners ;
the cooks with the must

makers
;

the woollen merchants with the fullers
;
the

leather-dressers with the shamoy-dressers ;
the dealers

in geese with the poulterers, etc, etc.
8 When it was

not a question of the right of_ manufacture, they

quarrelled over the best pitches. [At Paris the money-

changers of the Pont-au-Change complained that tin-

approach to their shop was obstructed by the bird-

/. Documents relatifs d I'hisloire de I'Industrie et du
commerce en France, pp. 11, 190-200.

tf des classes ouvrieres et de I'Industrie en France

1789, vol. i. p. 335.
3 Hr: !,.>ire du travail et des travailleurs,

nade, Essai sur I'organisation de travail en Poitou, vol. i. p. 287.
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on of a n Thus, fmm UK thin-

L;uild organization, in i

closed its ra i t( iul

.:an -hy.

'iul ruling idea of the Guild Statutr

pursuit of moral and social - aims
;

it

establish between the masters of which it was comp<
i competition "fair play." It desired to pre-

t the great from crushing the small, the rich from

ruining the poor, and, in order to succeed, it tried to

make- advantages and charges equal for all. Its motto
r was : Solidarity.

Thus, every member was forbidden to buy up raw
material for his own profit. If the arrival of fresh

fish, hay, wine, wheat, or leather was announced, no
one might forestall the others and buy cheaply to sell

dearly ;
all should profit equally by the natural cor

of events. When a merchant treated with a seller

who had come into the town, any of his fellows who

happened to come in at the moment when the earnest-

money was paid and the striking of hands in ratification

of the bargain took place, had the right to claim a share

in the transaction and to obtain the goods in question
the same price.

1
Sometimes, in order to avoid

abuses, anything which had come within the city walls

divided into portions and the distribution made
in the presence of an official (prud'homme) ,

who saw
that the allocation was just, that is to say, in proportion
to the needs of each shop or workshop.

2 Often the

maximum amount which an individual might acquire
was strictly laid down. At Rome a mattress maker

ht not buy more than a thousand pounds of horse

nts relatifs a I'histoire dc I'industrie ei du

.nklin, La Vie privte d'autrefois, vol. i. pp. 66-67; J

.1, Les Corporations ouvriires a Rome, p. Ixx
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the ;it who h;ul ah< n atto;

by a Co' but this rule was 1. n doubt

auso it was dangerous to tli

'l(ii t< monopoli
invite into your own shop the people wh had stoj

before a neighbour's display of goods, to call in the

-sers-by, or to send a piece of cloth en approbation
to a customer's house. 2 All individual advertiser

3 looked on as tending to tin- detriment of others.

The Florentine inn who gave wine or food to

i ranger with the object of attracting him to his

hostelry was liable to a fine.
3

Equally open to punish-
ment was the merchant who obtained possession of

another man's shop by offering the landlord a highrr

i cut. Any bonus offered to a buyer was considered an

unlawful and dishonest bait.

The formation within the guild of a separate league
for the sale of goods at a rebate was prohibited ; prices,

conditions of payment, the rate of discount, and the

hours of labour in the workshops we ame for

all members. Privileges and charges had to be the

same for all masters, even when the masters were

women.
feels that there was a desire to unite the masters

into one large family. So true was this that, in com-

mercial matters, not only was father responsible for

son, brother for brother, and uncle for nephew, not

only were the ties of unity strengthened at regular

intervals by guild feasts and banquets, but the ordinary

dryness of the statutes was redeemed by rules of real

brotherhood. The merchant or craftsman found in

craft guild security in times of trouble, monetary
1 Statutes "f the Arte dei medici, speziaU e

itutes of the Arte di Calimala.
9 Charles Dejob, Le Marchand de vin dans les vieilles communes

de I'ltalie, p. i.\.
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le association in some places ;

l but \\! Mei-

er \ I closely united with it. l><>m

in the shadow <>t the Banctti had aims tl.

fundamentally I M>le
;

it was ahs .

under the tutelage of a saint. v,

lent tal. ; his mortal life, beeanie the pa'

orresponding trade. Thus, St. loi was patron
of the goldsmiths, St. Vincent of the vinegrowers, St.

re of the gardeners, St. Blaise of the masons,

-pin of the shoemakers, St. Jnlien of the village

fiddlers, etc. Every fraternity had its appointed
church, and, in this church, a chapel dedicated to

heavenly protector, in which candles or lamps \\

kept burning. It celebrated an annual festival which

'Tally ended with a merry feast or
"
frairie," as it

was still called in the days of La Fontaine. 2 It joined
in processions and shared in the election of church-

wardens.

Apart from the obligatory assistance at aM

offices and at the funerals of its members, tin fraternity

o\vned a chest, that is to say, a fund maintained out

of the subscriptions and voluntary donations of tin-

members, as well as by the fines which they incurred.

Of these funds, collected from various souro

given to' the poor, to the hospitals, and to the

cnses of worship. Thus at Rennes the fraternity
of bakers ordained that in every batch of bread

loaf of fair size should be set apart, called the toitrteau-

H, which brings to mind the portion for God or

poor which it was the custom to reserve when the

king's cakes were distributed. In Alsace , in

the bakers' fraternities, strict by-laws regulated the

Levasseur, Histoire des classes ouvrttres et de i'industrie en
c avant 1^89, vol. i. pp. 293-298.

1
Fagniez, Documents relatifs d I'histoire de I'industrie et du

rce en France, vol. i. p. 146.
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: it lollowed tli.it he

ting
mctioned and pro-

v'ouen, towiii-' id of the twelfth

tury, Henry II., I. Kngland and Duk-

Normandy, sanctioned an association founded by the

tanners, with its customs and monopolies, givin.

his reason for so doing, the services which this inch:

rendered him. At fitampes, ;it 1: ining of

thirteenth century, Philip Augustus of France m
known "

to all th< ent and future, who should

read these letters" that he permitted the weavers of

linen and napery to organize as they chose, and that he

mpted them from all obligations towards him

]>t the payment of the market toll, military service,

and a fine in case of bloodshed. 1 He did this, he said,

for the love of God, which does not mean that he did

it gratis ;
for in return for their freedom these crafts-

men had to pay the king twenty pounds a y
lords maintained their authority everywhere

by exacting payment for the favours they granted.

They did not, however, always exercise this authority

directly, but often delegated it to their great officers.

Ill- !' . ::-ian guilds were under the orders of the

provost of Paris, who was the king's agent and police

magistrate ;
and traces are to be found of the time

when craftsmen, living on the lands of the lord, were

grouped under the direction of a headman nominated

by him. In those days the nobles, who divided

between themselves the domestic services of his house,

naturally kept a firm hand over the craftsmen whose
dut; e allied to their own. Thus at Tro

capital of the Court of Champagne,, the bak<

,
Documents relatifs d I'histoire de I'industrie et du

commerce en France, vol. i. pp. 89, iu.
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sort of 1 . in which the men

ussed, dehl i miniature republic
in which tliey received theii < ivic education, i

qui. jiiired an important place in tlie sin:

: brought tlieir intli:

govern n,

But the complexity of the situation demai.

double distinction. The political influence of the

guilds v cording to two main factors, tin

of independence of the towns in which i

;

nature of the crafts of which they were compo
With regard to freedom, the towns ranged betv

twc There were those in which a p
external to the burgesses (king, lord bishop,

abbot) remained full of life, active and capable of

making itself respected. Such was the case in France,
in England, and for along time in Rome. There were

others, on the contrary, in which the burgesses almost

eliminated every element foreign to then in

which they absorbed the wealth and jurisdiction of

the bishop ;
in which they subdued the nobles

forced them either to give up interfering or to become

plebeians by joining the guilds ;
in which they created

real republics with their own constitution, budget,

army, and mint, all the dangers and all the prerogatives
of practically complete sovereignty. Such was the

case in Florence, Venice, Ghent, Strasburg, and in

imperial towns, which had nothing to fear from the

impotent or distant phantoms who claimed to be the

successors to Caesar and Charlemagne./
If they lived under the domination of an <

and neighbouring power, the guilds only took a second-

ary place, and this is perhaps the reason why it

been possible for the greater number of French

historians to leave them in the background ; but they
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ire the 1 ise of Appeal, to the

Icmcnt. But if the trade was held in ! if it

under the protection of ;i master who held it in

Lfl he who settled the difference.

Thus long \\ais were waged bctwem barbers and

as; at first united in one body, they wislied

later on to be separated ; but the surgeons wanted to

p the monopoly of suix'i< al operations, and against
this the barbers protested. Now the head of the ti

the king's barber and first valet de chamhrc
;
and in

1372 ho inspired an ordinance, which reserved to tin

barbers the right to
"
administer plaisters. unguents,

and other medicines suitable and necessary for en ring

and healing all manner of boils, swellings, abscesses,

and open wounds." This, however, did not prevent
the quarrel from lasting several centuries longer.

1

re were many other causes which led to lawsuit s.-

The guild might go to law with individuals over the

possession of a house or a field, or have difficulties with

the tax-collector. Often, too, the causes of (lisp

lay within itself and arose between officers and masters,

who claimed to have been unjustly accused of wrong-

doing. In all these cases it was invariably the rule

to apply to the head of the craft or to the representa-
s of the competent authority (provost or seneschal).
In fiscal matters, the guild had obligations from

which it could not escape. In the first place, the right
to work, collectively and individually, had to be paid
for. The first article of the statutes of the napery-
weavers of Paris was couched in those terms : "No
man may be napery

- weaver at Paris unless he buys
the right from the king." By the application of the

same principle the community had to pay a royalty
1 Levasseur. Histoire des classes ouvrieres el de V Industrie en

c avant 1789, vol. i. pp. 561.
: tin-Saint-L' <>n, Histoire des corporations de metier, p no.
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rsonage in those days ; he

walked tin- streets clothed in n-d and \

igly busy, for he had to keep the -il)l>'

it London supplied with humanity and it had room

\\vntv-four victims; not to mention the pilln:

minor oitVi < xhibited, and the

'tolds on which the worst crimi;

recompense him for his grim SCFVio

accorded im})ortant privileges, amongst otliers th-

right of haragc ;
that is to say, of every load of grain

n to the corn market he claimed as much as could

be held in the hollow of the hand or in a wooden spoon
he same capacity. Besides this, he collected a toll

on the Petit-Font, duties on the sale of fish and w;

cress, on the hire of the fish stalls surrounding th-

pillory, and a fine of twopence-halfpenny per head on

pigs found straying in the streets.

These were by no means all the charges imposed
on the guilds. They had further to guar;i; <ain

public services. To the building guilds was assiir

the provision of safeguards against fire
;
to the doctors'

and barber-surgeons' guilds, the care of the sick poor
and of the hospitals ;

to all, or nearly all, the assessment

of certain taxes, the policing of the streets, and some-

times the defence of the ramparts. In Pari>. when tin-

nights were as unsafe as they were ill-lit, every guild

in turn furnished, according to its importance, a certain

number of men to patrol the streets and keep gu
from the ringing of curfew to the hen

the sergeant of the Chatelet sounded the end of

watch. The same custom was to be found in most of

free towns. A few guilds only w< pt from

.ard, either on account of their finances or

rase it was considered that tl. L to ren

other services. Such, for example, he gold-
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mor- liar than was needed, in order thai

possibility <>i u>inur
it should not be confined to the

It was with this object in vi-w that in the town
of 1 it was decreed that every owner of sheep
should supply at least twenty lambs from every liun-

and in the district of Florence, that every

peasant should plant so many fruit trees to the ac i

When the Commune did not go so far as to take on

11 the supply of actual i it achieved the

same end through the medium of the provision trades.

This is why the millers were the objects of endless

regulations intended to protect from fraud those who
them their grain to grind. This is why the bakers

w< re subjected to a municipal tariff, were closely

ched, and were sometimes obliged to put up with

the competition of outside bakers. This is why the

merchants sold vegetables, fruits, oil, and wine at

prices fixed by special magistrates. Besides this

perfectly legitimate endeavour to guarantee the

necessaries of life to every one as far as possible, there

was the very similar and no less justifiable attempt
to guarantee the good quality of provisions exposed
for sale. The talmelier, or baker, might not offer for

sale bread that was badly baked or rat-eaten. 1 Pro-

visions for market were submitted to a daily and

rigorous examination. The butchers at Poitiers had
to undergo a physical and moral examination to make
sure that they were neither scrofulous, nor scurfy, nor

foul of breath, and that they were not under excom-

munication. There was the curious office of the

langucyeurs de pore, who had to examine pigs' tongues
to see if they showed any signs of measles or leprosy.

1 Levasscur, Histoire des classes ouvrieres et de I' Industrie en
France avant 1789, vol. i. p. 343 ; Boissonnade, Essai sur I'organisa-
tion en Poitoit, etc., i 72.
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.munal or lordly ! n which iv.L'ulated

vi/. th aspect.
It was no longer in the H he consumer

that the Commune kept, for instance, the monopoly of

ply and selling as dearly ;ble.

It was for its own benefit that it instituted custo;

. and tolls, levied on food-stuffs, which therefore

fell more heavily on the poor than on the rich ;
their

>n was simple when the poorer classes had

their way the dues went down, when the rich v

in power they went up. Things are just the s;

vs. in spite of the fine phrases with which

the fluctuations of commercial policy in great states

are disguised. But since, in speaking of guilds,

have been led to speak of social classes,

must now describe their classification in those centres

where tlit system was most fully developed, that is

re guilds, instead of being subjects, were ruling

powers.
~lt naturally follows that their relations with the

authorities were greatly modified in the towns in which

they created, or were themselves, the authorities. Such

was the case at Florence, where, from the year 1293,

nty-one Arti or unions of craft guilds nominated

the Priors and the other supreme magistrates of the

city; at Strasburg, where, during the fourteenth century,
the City Council was formed from the delegates of

nty-five Zunftc, having the same constitution as the

Arti of Florence
;
at Ghent, where at about the time of

James van Artevelde the three members 1 of the State

re formed by the weavers, the fullers, and the
"
small

"
crafts

;
at Boulogne, Siena, Bruges, Zurich,

^e, Spire, Worms, Ulm, Mayence, Augsburg, Cologne,

1 The word as here used must not be confused with it* meaning
Ids, see p. 8.
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of a profession seems to have depended on \\lir

- more or less // nt.
1

place of honour \s those crafts

in which brainwork took precedence over manual
work. They v ,led as more honourable

lently because, in the dualistic conception which

governed Christian societies, spirit was placed above

matter, the intellectual above the animal part of

man. It was for this reason that the professions
which demanded brainwork alone were called from

that time onwards "liberal," as opposed to manual

labour which was called "servile," an expression
which the Catholic Church has piously preserved to

our own days.
At Montpellier, Boulogne, Paris, wherever univer-

sities existed (which were themselves in effect
"
guilds

"

or corporations, and were practically federations of

advanced schools, as we see from their jurisdiction,

their statutes, their dependents and agents whom they

possessed in the parchment makers and booksellers, and

in the title of rector which their head shared with

many other officers elected by the guilds), the professors
of the different Faculties enjoyed very exten

privileges, and had the proud right of walking, like the

nobles, on the wall side of the pavement. At Florence,

where the division of the guilds into greater, inter-

mediate, and lesser bore witness to their hierarchy
before all the world, as there was no university, the

judges and notaries took precedence ;
the judges, who

were doctors of law, styled themselves Messer, like

knights ;
the notaries called themselves simply ser, but

this served to distinguish them from the common
The proconsul, or head of the corporation, went out

1 The number of members composing a guild also contributed to

its social status ; but this was a factor of very much less importance.
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.til.
1 The ;m

in that they S< hi* h h,i

it lands. The trade in luxuii< and

as also concerned \vitli foreign articles and took

granted a certain savoir-faire.
"

industry,
its part, demanded of those who carried it on, a

nt for setting in motion, directing, and co-ordinating

complicated machinery of affairs or of men, and
ift of organization is far from common.

However, it is easy to see that in the priority ac-

corded to the great industrial and commercial guilds,

second of the principles we have mentioned was at

k, namely, that a craft was considered more or

less honourable according to the wealth it yielded.

Did the goldsmiths owe the respect which own
them more to their artistic skill than to tl that

they were in the habit of handling jewels and precious
metals ? It would be difficult to say. But it is

certain that the bankers, money-changers, manu-
facturers of cloth and silk, the dealers in furs and in

spices, and the haberdashers, who sold everything,
would not have been among the most favoured, if they
had not also been among the most wealthy. Thanks
to the crowns, ducats, and florins at their command,

they could indulge in a sumptuous style of living and

rival in luxury the lords of the land.

Like the latter they were in command of troops of

men
;

in their way they were captains ; they united

prestige of power with that of wealth. It was

undoubtedly for this reason that the butchers, who had

numerous assistants working under their orders and
who made considerable profits, sometimes managed
in Paris to be included among the Six Guilds, and at

1

Ritx>t, Essai sur I'imagination criatvice, p. 234 ; Tarde, Psy-

chologic tconomiqut, bk. i j iv. v.
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Tin: nt of one or another of these three

pn: -nail
"

( ;.ill

"
comn.

were far from attaining tin- level to which the
|

Ids rose; and in those days the or^mi/ed world of

labour was divided, sometimes into three group
. Perpignan,

1 or Ghent, sometiii two,

Zurich, and sometimes into number:
It is impossible to go into the details of the pn>lo<

tween these unequal groups, of their efl

;naintain the balance among themselves, or t<> rule

another, or of the alternate victories and

defeats which they sustained. Nearly two centuries

in the middle of the thirteenth to the middle of the

fifteenth are filled with the unrest caused by t!

quarrels which broke out in two or three hundred towns

at once, and which, in view of the absence of dependable
information concerning them, appear at a disi,

utterly chaotic. All we can do is to indicate the

development which followed. 2

/ Immediately upon the victory of the lower classes

over lay and ecclesiastical feudalism the first act

accomplished by the communal revolution the power

passed to the rich burgesses. Aristocracy of money
naturally succeeded aristocracy of birth. This pluto-

c.y was representpd by the great merchant guilds,

whose rise was soon followed by that of the great
industrial guilds, destined in some cases to supplant

them, but more often to remain their faithful allies.

At Florence, the Arte di Calimala which included

bankers and finishers and sellers of foreign cloth,

at first the most important of all
;

it was later dethroned

by the Arte delta Lana, composed of cloth manufacturers,
1 Tl: :

< rpigiKin mains

(major, middle, and minor). See Drap6.
* Ach. Luchaire, Les Communes francaises a, Vlpoque des capttiens

directs, pp. 207-215.
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on all th.it hil> population which was not

niitted to the guilds, or which at

\\v tun

II. ;) how tlu-v or<-mi/e(l the lust form of cajMt

supremacy.
The second act of the revolution now be^an. The

n population divided itself into two

groups, which soon became two op] the-

rich and the poor ;
the fat and the lain ; tl, and

tin.' small
;

the good and the bad, as the chroni. '

who usually belonged to the leisured cl

ain savage naivete". The crafts which claimed to be

honourable were set in opposition to those which

considered low and inferior, and wi-iv supported and

urged on by the masses, who, without rights or posses-

sions, lived from day to day by hiring out their labour.

The fight was complicated by the capricious inter-

vention of the nobles or clergy who, sometimes by a

natural affinity, joined the aristocracy of wealth
;

sometimes, in the desire to get the better of the great

burgesses who kept them out of the governrn
allied themselves to the lower classes and made the

balance turn in their favour.

At certain times (this also is a law of history) the

lower classes, in despair at never getting anything out

of a selfish and implacable bourgeoisie, put their

confidence in some soldier of fortune, some epheii;

dictator, some
"
tyrant

"
in the Greek sense, who

defeated their enemies and secured them a little well-

being and consideration. On other occasions it

the rich burgesses who, frightened by the claims of

the people, called on some foreign or military power
to reduce the populace to order. Thus, by separate

roads, the republics and towns were travelling towards

monarchy
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tion closed guilds whicb atoo

is of equality which tried to force an enti\>.

tin-in.

\\'hatever may have been the cause, from

culmination they descended again towards ti

m^-point, the supremacy of money and of

great commercial and industrial Builds which no longer
allowed their power to be shared by the Lesser Guilds.

However, they stopped half-way. The preponderance
was not restored either to the prelates or to

lords, neither did it remain with the lower classes.

It was too late for the great, too early for the small.

It remained and was consolidated in the hands of two

powers, each of which relied on the other the middle

classes and the monarchy, the latter being represented
in the great states by royalty and elsewhere by princes
who might be condottieri or upstart bankers. Florence

went to sleep under the enervating and corrupt rule

of the Medicis. An ever-narrowing merchant oligarchy

governed Genoa, Venice, and the towns of the Teutonic

Hanse. Flanders was quiet under the authority of the

Dukes of Burgundy and of its opulent guilds, to which

craftsmen were no longer admitted. Towards the

middle of the fifteenth century the great epoch of

free towns was over, and the glory of the guilds \\

with them.

Nevertheless, while their restless and busy life

lasted they had their days of greatness, heroism, and

glory. Sometimes, as at Courtrai, they gained victories

over armoured knighthood did better. In tin

urhoncl of their cities they built roads, canals,

and seaports. Within the city walls they gave a splendid

impetus to architecture. They built monumental halls

like those of Bruges, fountains, hospitals, and public

promenades ; they erected churches which were popular
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CHAPTER V

THE MERITS AND DEFECTS OF THE GUILD SYSJ

WE are now in a position to estimate the merits and
cts of the guilds before they fell into decadence

and decrepitude.
It is necessary to consider separately the two types

of guilds which we have described ;
for although they

had characteristics in common, they present more
differences than resemblances. Let us see, then, 1

each acted on production and sale, and on producers
and sellers.

The guild system in the
"
small

"
crafts was at once

a guarantee of, and a check on, production and sale.

It endeavoured to insure and guard the consumer

against adulteration, falsification, and dishonesty ;

to stamp goods with the character of finish, solidity,

and relative perfection, thus giving to them something

personal and therefore artistic
;
to keep within reason-

able limits the profits of the manufacturer, who was
also the merchant. On the other hand, the manu-
facturer only dealt with small quantities, was content

\vith a very restricted clientele, and aimed at nothing

beyond the local market without much chance of

either making a fortune or being ruined. Production

thus had but little vigour, and what was more serious

still, its plasticity was interfered with. The statutes

68
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which il omposed it -

and hmest livelihood, th- just remunerati-m of labour,

or, one might almost say, to use .t modern formula, the

whole product of labour. It even asMiied a

against misery and distress, the certainty of assistance

in times of trouble, illness, old age, or misfortune. The

fishermen of Aries were bound to give one another

mutual assistance in stormy \v<
' in Paris

among the goldsmiths one shop remained open every

Sunday,
2 and the money from the sal divided

<ng the needv (if the town and the widows and

. of the guild. Fines were often used in this way.
The guild sometimes even gave to the travelling work-

man who found himself at the end of his resources the

means of going in search of work elsewhere. The

guild secured to its members other advantages no less

coveted : a good position in public processions and

ceremonies when state dress was worn, or even at the

melancholy solemnities of the public executions ;

3 at

Lyons, at the time of the feast of St. John, two furriers

with lighted torches paraded to the church door,

mounted on two white mules, and at the entrance v.

received by the cross and the canons. 4 But more than

all this, the guild was not only a great family for those

who belonged to it, it was a little self-contained city,

a diminutive commune which the members administered

at will, and thereby prepared themselves for civic

life and its duties
;

it was a training-ground for in-

dependent, well-informed, active citizens, who, with

1

Fagniez, Documents relatifs a I'histoire de I'industrie et du com-
merce en France, vol. i. p. 75.

1 Franklin, La Vie privee d'aulrefois, comment on devenait patron,

p. 70; Martin - Saint- Loon, Histoire des corporations de metier,

* Boissonnade, Essai sur /''organisation du travail en Poitou, etc.,

i. p. 250.
4 Fagniez, vol. i. p. 115.
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the highest importance

teSj thc-y becarn

politician^, who willingly took th. in gov<
it ; nor was it by chance that the first man in France

who tiied to reform tlic kingdom according to the views

of the Third 1 -reel, provost of

an guild. Often, however, tl

it bur^e^es were <>1 an aristocratic spirit. In the

they opposed the rise of the lower classes, and, in

their n nt palaces, princes in fact before t:

;i name, as the Medicis became, they

gradually extinguished around them the love of liberty
ami of republican virtues. At the same time they
broke up that solidarity which was the very soul of the

primitive guilds ; they created a social system which

perpetuated riches above and poverty below
; they

laved and cruelly exploited the clerks and workers

they employed, their attitude towards whom was no

longer that of masters towards journeymen or com-

pagnons, but that of lords towards dependents. In a

word, they broke from the conditions which no longer
sufficed for the realization of their ambitions, and they

ring, indeed they were already develop
an organization of labour which anticipated the future.

re the agents of that profound change which

slowly brought about the death of the guilds, y
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n of the M Us.

ntury saw the formation of the gi

airope. France, which ft It herself to be a
;<>n \vlu-n she was trampled under foot by Un-

English, was tlu- fuM to become a unity, and for several

.ew her power and her greatness from the

t which slio thus gained. Spain was concentrated

under the authority of Ferdinand and Isabella,

land, worn out after a terrible civil war, found

rest under the Tudor dynasty. In Germany, which

still very divided, the Hanseatic League in-

cluded twenty-four cities. Even in Italy the restless

republics, ever jealous of their independence, were

absorbed into larger territories and placed under a

common supremacy. Everywhere the endless sub-

division of the Middle Ages gave place to larger

groupings, possessing fuller life and wider interests.

Hence a new situation arose for the cities ; among those

which in every state had up till now been on an equal

footing one rose to be the capital, the others, with

diminished prestige and importance, were only

secondary centres. They also ceased to be islets

where the people lived lives apart ;
from henceforward

they formed an integral part of a whole which

surrounded them and no longer allowed of a proud
isolation

; they could no longer treat their neighbours
as foreigners or enemies ; they found themselves

bound together by the necessity of obeying the same
and the same sovereign.

It followed that city economy, becoming narrow and

exclusive, grew difficult and by degrees impossible.
1

It was replaced by national economy. This meant that

the commercial market, instead of being confined to

the inhabitants of a town and its suburbs, included

1 Karl IJucher, tndcs d'histoirc el d'tconomic politique, passim.
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Nev of the continuity of the

principles u threat governors, the mere fact

th;it the enlarged area in \\h; :uilds operated
everal towns whose jealousy might be

d by their rights, was a terrible blow for the

Ids
;
each town with its narrow boundaries, finding

If completely out of harmony with the world in

which it was condemned to live, had to adapt it

to the new conditions or die.

Not only, however, had the internal markets grown
larger, the external market had also extended enor-

mously, and it was no longer for the spices and gems
of the Levant alone that ships and caravans set out.

In the South, Vasco da Gama had discovered the route

to the Indies
;
in the West, Christopher Columbus, while

seeking those same Indies, had come upon America
;

in the North, Russia and Scandinavia had proved to

be magnificent fields foY traders to exploit. Africa,

which as yet no one had dared to penetrate, was

approached and the existence of Oceania suspected.

Europe, in revenge for old invasions, overflowed

in her turn into other continents
;

she expanded
into distant colonies

;
the sun no longer set on her

possessions.

The first result was a rearrangement of commercial

routes, a formidable rush to the West. The Mediter-

ranean basin, cut off from the East by the Turks, ceased

to be the meeting-place of nations and the universal

centre of commerce. Genoa and Florence, the mothers

and glorious victims of Columbus and Amerigo Vespucci,

began to decay, and the very source of their wealth

was assailed by the discoveries of their children.

Beneath the trappings of gold and silk that yet covered

them there was left only the melancholy glory of their

dying prosperity. Venice the rich, Venice the beauti-
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1 in the landlords' and merchants' < In

took a leading part in buy ivitics by reason of

r to command ;
it became a moving force.

PC have a! n the case of

thr woollen merchants, three functions, hitherto united

in the person of the small craftsman of the towns,
became separated : those of tin >.nt, who bought
raw material and sold finished goods ;

of the manu-

facturer, who possessed the appliances of labour
;
and of

the workman, who wrought with his own hands. Three

classes of men answer to this specialization at the

day : the traders, who are not producers, but

act as middlemen between producer and consumer,

deciding what shall be produced and concerning th<

selves solely with buying and selling ;
the industrial

capitalists, who, at the tradesmen's orders, direct

the transformation of the raw materials entrusted to

them, in workshops and with machinery which are

their property ; finally the workmen, who, mere wage-
earners, cany out manual or mechanical work as they
are told.

These three classes of men have different interests.

The big merchants, with their bold speculations, are

impatient of anything which hinders circulation :

town dues, customs, tolls, differences of coinage, weights
and measures, all regulations, everything, in fact, which

tends to isolate towns and countries. When Louis XI.

convoked the States General in 1484, the town deputies

expressed themselves in favour of the freedom of trade,

which now felt strong enough to stand alone. When
Henry IV., on the advice of Montchrestian and Laffemas,

wanted to secure French markets to the French by
increasing customs tariffs, all the guilds consulted

declared themselves in favour of the project, with the

exception of the mercers
"

sellers of everything,
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was to be found in Brittany,
1

Normandy, and Dauphiny ,

in the manufacture of linen and hemp ;
in Velay in

that of lace ; in Auvcrgne in that of trimmings ; in

the Rhone valley in that of silk. In England the

peasants, driven from home, impoverished, eaten out

by sheep, deprived of their means of livelihood by the

enclosure of huge pasture lands to which they might
no longer take their cattle, provided a wonderful re-

serve army for industrial magnates in search of labour. 2

The town artisans fought with desperation against
the blows struck at town monopolies by these new

departures.
8

Opposition significant but utterly use-

less was offered on every hand to the new demands of

large-scale production. Risings against foreign workers,

like those at Norwich ; the many attempts to limit

the number of apprentices ; the English law of 1555
known as the Weavers' Act, which forbade a master to

own or hire out more than a certain number of looms ;

and the innumerable lawsuits in France brought by

guilds to check the disastrous competition of peasant
labour were all illustrations of this opposition.

Another necessity of large-scale production, involv-

ing still greater consequences, was mechanical labour.
"
Great

"
industry demanded the division even

the disintegration of labour. The product, before it

is finished, passes through the hands of various craft

groups. It undergoes a series of processes which

follow one another and are interdependent, and of

which each is carried out by specially trained workers.

This was the case in the manufacture of wool from the

thirteenth century. The wool had to be washed, beaten,

carded, combed, oiled, spun, woven, fulled; then the

1 E. Levasseur, Histoire des classes ouvritrcs, etc., vol. i. p. 590.
1 Thomas More, Utopia.

Ashley.
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An. may be described as a more or less com-
.ite engine, which, by means of an animatt

inanimate motive force, executes movement-
hitherto have been performed by the human hand. The

weaving loom and the spinning wlu . 1 were already rudi-

mentary machines. The Middle Ages knew, under

name of
"
mills," more complicate appliances, <>t which

many date from the Alexandrine period, which was to

Graeco-Roman antiquity what the nineteenth century
is to modern times the era of science and machim

ter- or wind-mills, mills for grinding flour, for

crushing nuts or olives, for raising water
;

iron m:

mills for fulling cloth, for making paper, sugar, silk

stuffs all these expensive appliaru in use, and

gradually spread over Europe during the period wi

brought to a close and imm< : the Middle

Ages. Thus old industries changed their method, and
A ere from the start modelled on the :

m.

Printing may be quoted as an example ;
the printing

, Le Tra

G
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press, with its movable letters, took the place of w
'ini. in fingers. It n

that it was born inn hanic.d. and if we ask why it

killed the slow industry of the old copyists who

protested in vain, we need only look at tli

pected results it achieved. '1 he id<ntitv <>f th

produced ; the speed, which allowed demands hitl.

forced to wait months and years to be met in a few

days, and which gave, so to speak, wings to thought ;

and th-- unheard-of cheapness, which reduced

price of a Bible from 600 to 60 crowns and even less

(things which evidently could not be obtained will

the co-operation of the Prince of Darkness, as was

proved by the red characters which flamed at the head

of the chapters), such were the diabolical but invalu-

able advantages which in less than half a century
assured the triumph and the rapid spread of the new
invention.

If we remember the thousand-and-one prohibitions

with which the guild statutes bristled the prohibition

to mould seals with engraved letters, the regulations

which in every craft prevented all change and co

quently all improvement in manufacture, it is easy to

understand how "
great

"
industry, without deliberate

effort, but by its very development, overthrew the

economic order which
N
had reigned in the Middle Ages.

The guilds, in with the best intentions in tin-

world, fought against innovation^ which seemed to them

abominations. In England in the year 1555 the gig-

mill, a mechanical appliance, was forbidden by law. 1

The first English coaches, called
"
living coach

re attacked and censured 2 because they threatened

to injure the art of riding and the manufactur

i
. >b, History of Trade \\.
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pen either subjected to the guilds

as v .it Florence in the Artc dcllu

they were not cnrolli-d. .ited by
their individual masters in such a way .

j.
them

:ianently in : urns and subordinate position,

Whether they worked crowded together in great Wi

shops where, owing to their numbers, they were under

severe discipline or at home, in which case ti

isolation only brought them, under the appear

liberty, harder conditions, they soon saw that, with

the rarest possible exceptions, they were destined to be

-earners for life. They no longer had the h<

the ambition, even the idea of one day owning tin-

factory in which they laboured, or the business which

every week paid its thousands of workers. The divorce

was complete between the manual worker and the

instruments of production, and, in consequence, between

the men who were the servants of these expen

appliances and the master-manufacturers who owned

them. Masters and workmen, henceforth separated

by their present and their future, by their education,

their manner of life, and their aspirations, formed two

classes, united as yet, in that both were interested in

intensity of industrial activity, but opposed, in that

the one wished to keep the other in subjection and to

sweat out of him as much work as possible, as cheaply
as possible.

It is from this time, and still only in
"
great

"

industry, that a working class can be spoken of. For a

long time it was fairly small
;
but the self-conscious;

it was acquiring was shown by the strikes, the combina-

tions, and the attempts at union which were common
in England from the sixteenth century ; by combina-

tions which were already national, like that of the

1

Page 24. Their position was the same in the Arte della seta.
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OR. THE RICH MEN'S JOY. I POOR MEN'S SORROW

ssed the craftiness and subtihty of Many
England, by beating down their Workmen's

Combers, weavers, and spinners, for little gains.
Doth earn their money, by taking of hard pains.

To th* tune of
"

<>rae tae me," etc.,
''

Paddington's
Pou Monk hath confounded," etc.

.ill sorts of callings that in Kngland be,

s us as brave as a knight.
md take our deli^i

iches and treasure great store.

ing and grinding the poor.

Ip our purse.
B do get it with m

Macaul, ,y of England (Everyman). voL

p. x.

n indnstr I'///"" JtA// p 55.
song is . .ill m J. Hurnlry's Wool and Woot~<

ro* ]
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Throughout the whole kingdom, in country and t

So 1( he Combe i nib.

:id Spinner that spins all t

\\V v.ill make the- ..res full d

In former age
So that our \\ did live ;

i'.ut the tilDM an- altered, we will make them know
Ai; tor to bii under our bow ;

will make to \\ork hard for six:

:llintf they deserve if they had ti pay.
And this is ti etc.

and so on, for twelve stanzas.

From now onwards can be found all those motives

for disagreement with which the
"

social question," as

it has developed and grown more bitter, has made us

familiar
; increase of hours of work, lowering of wages

by the employment of apprentices, women, and children
;

reductions of the sums agreed upon by means of fines,

payment in kind,
1 and other tricks

;
draconian regula-

tions
;
harsh foremen ;

the binding of the workers to

the workshop, as the serfs were to the soil, by money
advances which they could never repay. Events follow

their usual course : the story is one of struggles, pro-

secutions, appeals to the law, and finally, when no

more can be said, battles with folded arms and closed

factories strikes by workmen or employers. TI.-

follow riots in which machinery is wrecked and

attacks are sometimes made upon the masters tin

es. Repression ensues ; the carrying of arms is

forbidden, the rights of combination and. public

meeting denied at pain of death. And, in reply to

these measures, the workers retaliate by emigration,

1 Mantoux, La Revolution industricllc auXVIU -
siicle.
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H in tin- <|uanels \vhirh

unions this n^tli popul, : D in

low of the sanctuary, it was naturally mystic

poosinchai laimed to go back to the

en to the builders of Solomon's Temple ;

it was tlu- child of an aiv which delighted in mystery
and occult knowledp-. and it imposed on its nu-ml

a complicated initiation, formidable '

cog-
nition, and pass-words. Created tor men who some-

tim- d their labour and their pkms from one
; of Europe to the other, it scan lodges

over different lands
;

it was international, and in this

differed profoundly from the guilds. But with this

exception, it took its place within the existing order of

things, accepted the hierarchy of the guild system, and

had its three degrees i.e. included apprentices, journey-
i, and masters. It was a mixed institution as much

and even more bourgeois than working-class.

Compagnonnage, too, covered many craft-guilds, of

which the most important were closely connected with

building (carpenters, stone-cutters, joiners) or with the

clothing trades. It had its mystic legends, its symbolic
a in which baptism and communion figured, its

claims to a long genealogy, its tests, pass-words, and

nge ceremonies, in fact the whole armoury of a

society which believes secrecy to be of vital importance.
It was a league for mutual and fraternal assistance,

which spread over many countries and undertook to

procure for its travelling members moral support,

lodging, travel-money, and, above all, work. But it

red from the guilds and from freemasonry in that

no masters were admitted. It concerned itself ex-

clusively with obtaining work for compagnons, fand
with looking after their professional interests. It thus

emphasi/ed the separation which had taken place
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cnces of occupation, to unite into a ^

As has been said, the division of society into guilds
it only become ntal when the con-

common to the great army of wage
blot out all differences of craft and origin.

2. The change in intellectual conditions. The Re-

iud the Reformation. We have summed up
the effects produced on the guilds by the enlargement
of UK- environment in which they developed. This

environment, however, changed not only in extent but

also in character. Without going into the details

of the changes they passed through, we can see that

three great events stand out in the history of Europe
from the fifteenth to the end of the seventeenth cen-

tury, and it is impossible that they should have failed

to react on the system we are studying ;
these are the

Renaissance, the Reformation, and the increase in the

powers of the State.

The great intellectual revolution which has been

named the Renaissance was at first a return to Greek

and Roman antiquity. Literary men and scholars,

filled with adoration for a glorious past, abandoned
their mother tongue for that of the great dead, instated

Virgil, Cicero, Demosthenes, swore by Jupiter and

Mercury, insisted, like Montaigne, on being given the

title of Roman citizens, or like Erasmus, Ramus, or

Melanchthon, took neo-classical names. They restored

ancient methods of thouglit and action
; they wove

conspiracies in imitation of Brutus ; they dated their

letters by the Calends and the Ides
; they became

pagans once more in appearance and sometimes in

reality ^
in opposition to Christianity the religion of

sadness/i resignation/ poverty, and of the struggle

against the flesh and passion they re-established love,
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but, working lor : tul banker-

who required him to repr<
< haic forms

i consequently demanded of him a certain amount

of education, he left the ranks of the people, rose to

1th, to the ranks of the upper middle < .md

-mt ;
he and his fellows ijiouped th<

into special brotherhoods such as that of St. Luke at

ore long formed academ < ,-ssible

to the vulgar. Compare the life of Raphael with that

of Giotto. In these days, the craftsman remained a

kinij man, lost in the crowd, watching from

and from his lowly station his successful comrade, who
no longer recognized the poor relation he had left

behind.

Separations of this kind abound in almost every
direction. In the Middle Ages grocers and apothecaries,
barbers and surgeons, were classed together. But in the

sixteenth century the apothecary, on his admission to

mastership, had to reply in Latin, and henceforth he no

longer considered the spice merchant his equal. So

in France, from the year 1514, the bond between the

professions was broken.

The historian can easily prove that this separation
of art and craft was often harmful to both ; that art,

isolated from the warm heart of the people, became

conventional, cold, stiff, and artificial
;

that craft,

i^ated to a lower position, no longer sought for

beauty, and was condemned to express itself in inferior,

routine work
; but, taking the guilds alone, this

separation certainly weakened the mediaeval system.

Deprived of members whose pits were their glory,

y lost in power as in prestige.

In spite of all this, and although the Renaissance is

from some points of view a retrogression towards social

conditions which had long disappeared, it was more
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-ion from its tellow. It could hardly be ex-

pec- 03 which ivnt Western Christi-

anity asunder should spare the unity of the craft guilds,

i did not act in the same way: by making
the reading of the Bible ol d the

the ]>eo]>le. and in this way Li

the craftsman. It found, and not without reason,
first adherents among workmen, Saxon mir.

lers from the town of Meaux
;

it turned towards

democracy, towards theories of equality. Those who
carried it to extremes, like the Anabaptists of Miiir

pictured a government in which all the guilds, great and

small, should be made equal ;
their ideal was to turn

all organized crafts, superior and inferior, into a sort

of public service ; to establish a kind of Biblical

communism. Their leader and prophet was John of

Leyden, an aged working tailor. 1 If this was only a

passing birth-throe of Protestantism at least the guilds

took a large share in the great movements which shook
Holland and England. It really seems that the Re-
formation brought a renewal of vigour and activity
to those states in which it triumphed. But in many
countri* -ht between the two faiths was so fierce

that many cities were devastated and ruined by it.

In Germany, after the Thirty Years' War, Magdeburg,
Wurtzburg, Heidelberg, Spire, and Mannheim were

simply heaps of ruins, almost deserted. The Teutonic

Hanse which had been so powerful was a wreck
;
the

Protestant and Catholic towns had broken the union

in which their strength lay. In a hundred places, since

it was admitted that the religion of the prince was law
for his subjects (cujus rcgio, hujus rcligio) whole bodies

of people and industries moved away ;
workmen and

ters went in search of refuge among their co-

1

Jules /ellcr, Histoire d'Allemagne.
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How. thus mutila: M tln-\

:

.nst ill competition of which their <

members had b<
I formidable alii-

political a in

politic, il conditions ;ihvct-d the guilds even n

than intellectual and reli-mus < h i

, in

o of waves of revolt, passed through a 1 in

win- The State, which

becoming centralized, increased its pi

complacently interfered in economic mar I he

motives which determined its intervention were some-

times a purely political interest, sometimes a /
<>st, sometimes a public or national inte

(a) The political interest of Sovereigns is to subdue
rival powers within their territories. For this

they first attacked the liberties of any cities when- tin-

spirit was bad, that is to say, as a King of Prussia s

later, frondeur, intractable, or restless. In Spain their

'os were taken from them
;

in France, town libei

decreased, till they were almost entirely destroyed by
Richelieu and Louis XIV. In Germany, the number

of free Hanseatic cities dropped from eighty to th

The Italian republics fell one by one under the domina-

tion of a monarch, and, though Venice survived, she !

concentrated her government in the hands of 11

State judges, magistrates as autocratic and irresponsible

as kings. In the Low Countries, Bruges lost all juris-

diction over her suburbs in 1435, and dln-nt lost tin-

power in 1451, and also the right to nominate the

aldermen. Liege, like her neighbour Dinant,

destroyed, crushed, reduced to nothing. In tin- foil

ing century Antwerp, suspected of sympathy with tin-

Reformation, lived under the Spanish yoke, pillaged

and down-trodden.

1 Germain-Martin.
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this prineiple. royall ts dealings with

willingly 1 1 on them

>rary privileges. 1 1 to

(uilds, which formed Ilk- ON

v of the capital, the precedence whi< h they enjoyed
at solemn functions, but of the thirty

^e Greater (iuilds as they would have been called

i lorence, he formed a High Counnl of I

industry.
n with the others, the Crown proceeded gently

at first. It desired to absorb, and not to suppress. It

realized what an advantage it would b :i de-

pendent institutions, still under the influence of their

feudal origin, could be transformed into St. ;itu-

tions, protected and obedient ! It was with this end

in view that Henry III. decided that their organization,

hitherto local, should be extended throughout
whole kingdom, to the scattered villages as well as to

the towns. The city (urban) guild was th- -on-

verted into a national organism, and the guild

made compulsory at the same time that it was put in

tutelage. This unification, which placed it under the

direct supervision of royal agents, was, however, only
to operate on paper. It encountered the di e of

the craft guilds ;
worse still, it was in opposition to the

first principle of the whole system. The ordin,

allowed the inhabitants of the suburbs to follow their

craft within the cities, and the inhabitants of one town

to settle in any other, with the exception of Paris 1 a

last concession to an ancient tradition. It was so

thing quite new for craftsmen to possess equal ri

and for crafts to be organized like those of Pa

out the whole of France
;
but it was only in accordance

with the general trend of l
; reneh civilization. I

1 Levasscur, vol. ii. p. 138.
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both of local and of guild an;

iloubt a good deal of tli<- economic jurisdiction

>V the town mau
ions of rrgiihitions, and struggles betW'

producers and consumers, between employers and

employees, and between allied and rival crafts, were

undermunicipal jurisdiction.
1 The right of pronoun.

judgment on such points as falsifications, the observance

of religious festivals, the price of merchandise and the

of wages, was still left to the municipality by Col-

' Naturally its powers were greater or less accord-

ing as the town was royal, seigneurial, or communal.

But it was not unusual for it to retain the right of

collecting taxes, and of nominating supervisors who con-

trolled crafts ; for it to create masterships and organize

charity workshops which changed into regular factories;

or to withhold the monopoly granted to the guilds.

It is none the less true that communal jurisdiction

grew less year by year. Attention must be drawn to

the fact that the craft guilds sometimes passed it by
and of their own accord applied to the central authority
for intervention. Thus, questions of provisions, public

health, monopoly, speculation, regulations for the pre-

vention of fraud, and the protection of apprentices,

one by one came under the jurisdiction of parlemcnts,

ministers, governors, and of their delegates. Colb

in his general rules for manufacture which date from

1666 to 1669, codifies, in the name of the State, the

minute directions contained in the guild statutes on

questions of apportionment, bad work, etc.

At the end of the seventeenth century, then, the guilds

still existed, but had been subjugated and deprived of

1 See Boissonnade, vol. ii. pp. 360, 465 ; Bourgeois, vol. ii. p. 243.
master saddlers of Blois (1593) asked the king to grant :

:tes
"
similar to those of Tours and other free towns of this

kingdom."
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:ted fatten of .'</.s/Vrs////>,
which exempted

bought them from the examination of

sbility and the expenses whi< h tin- ordinal \

1. Soon the kings introduced irregularr

into tlie masters' guilds 01 possibl* -Mi.
1

The blow could not miss its aim. If none ind

to take these licences, the guilds hastened to buy
them up to prevent the intrusion of new com]
In vain they attempted to protest; the pi

became habitual and legal. The great ordinance of

1581 that the king would dispose of three lett

of mastership in every town and every craft.

This K-d to a third procedure. The guild was vulner-

at many points, in its revenues and in its autonomy,
.ell as in its monopolies. If a pretence was made

of attacking its weak spots, it would pay in order to

be spared. It clung to the right of electing its own
officer^. \ow Francis I. had already introduced among
them royal officers who had naturally bought their

office. At the end of the seventeenth century the

Crown, being short of money, renewed this expedient
on a large scale. In 1691 it declared its intention of

replacing all the officers and syndics by agent
own nomination, and the guilds had immediately to

raise three hundred thousand pounds to avert the

calamity which threatened them. It was thus that the

Jews and Lombards had formerly liberated themselves.

In 1694 the king took it into his head to instit

auditors and examiners to control their accounts ;

another sacrifice of four hundred thousand pounds \

demanded before these removed. In this v

from year to year posts were created and bought up.

In 1711 the pressure brought to bear was even stronger

.-en formed guilds, as, for instance, the dressmakers'

guild, which owed its existence to Colbert.
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in the- kingdom without waiting to become i

hus launched the industry of luxury and atteiiij

to 01 over the lu-ads of the guilds, that which

most distasteful to them, innovation, while their

domain was still further restricted by the special < cndi-

- granted to merchants who followed the Court

and became tradesmen by appointment to princes and

to the most brilliant of the nobility.

Colbert built up into a system what Henry IV. had

tised, and great factories rose at his command,
of two kinds : first, royal factories properly

so called State establishments, in which all expel
were borne by the Treasury ;

the director was nomin-

ated by the king, and the privilege which they enjoyed
was in perpetuity (the soap works of Beauvais, Aubus-

son, the naval workshops in the ports, etc.). (Ml.

also called
"
royal factories," were, in spite of this

ambiguous name, private enterprises ; they enjo

important privileges, such as exemption from ta

subsidies, or titles of nobility for those who dirt-

them
;
but they were only temporary, and the company,

with a private individual at its head, was worked at its

own risk and peril. I will only quote one example,
the cloth factory of the Van Robais at Abbeville.

No matter what their methods of administration,

for the guilds they were so many formidable com-

itors, and it is easy to imagine the futile com-

plaints and remonstrances of which they were the

object.

(d) We have described in detail the policy of the

nch Crown with regard to the craft guilds, partly
because this book is written in France and for the French,

but also b< >ped with remarkable logic

and continuity. In neighbouring countries, however,
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i

to the Ber allow it

1 or rould ' In i

ok upon himself to unite two an<

inti and i

the new -uild remade, and tin- statutes, which even
i the salaries of the- officers, reconslitut-

By degn-ex tin- consuls ceased to be chosen iVoin

IK 1) they nominally became

personages who assumed honorary titles, and the actual

power was in the hands of
"
deputies

"
(to-day

should call them delegates) nominated by the
]

the organization of crafts became purely bureaucratic

and the ancient Calimala a mere charitable body.
\Yhercver tribunals and chambers of commerce or

technical schools were formed, wherever
i were called in and welcomed, there it may be

' hat the doom of the guilds was sealed.

1
Cantini, Legislazione toscana, x. chap. xxix. and >

1
Misul, Le Arti Fiorenlini, passim.
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corrected every day and finally did away with.

. \dolcscence was the age of .i}>}>ivmi< ohi].
manhood that of the join Q ; maturity that of

maMer>hip ; and a man'> earnings, independence.

po\ver increased not only with the years, but according
iiis talent and capabilities. On the other hand

here we have a still more provisional inequality
< ted officers received for a few months only, a power

which they exercised under strict control, and then

went modestly back into the ranks.

This order of things, however, was soon upset by the

growing domination of hereditary power and of wealth.

The masters, anxious to secure a life of ease for their

/ posterity, and filled with a sort of dynastic ambition,

made the acquisition of mastership more and more
difficult for those who had not the good luck t<

their sons, nephews, or sons-in-law. J-lveii in the Middle
k

Ages they had given way to the influence of dom<

'ii, but, as modern times draw nearer, the circle

of the privileged narrows. Those who were connc

with the family by any tie received all the favours
;

periods of apprenticeship, rights and expenses of

admissions, were reduced or done away with
;

te< hnical

proofs of ability degenerated into a simple formality
which could be passed through at home. For every
one else, old obligations were not only maintained but

added to
; expenses increased to such an extent that

in France the Crown intervened more than once to

vent their rise
;

l
crying injustices serv<

.t for the great ordinance of i5Si ;
Candida-

taken advantage of and made to give banquets, even

hen they had been re fused adi ts became
more and more complicated, cost more and more, and

nacle, Essai sur I'organisation du travail en Poitou,

depuis le XI siicle jusqu'd la Revolution, vol. ii. p. 79.
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in : :itury than in tin- thirUrnth.

: twelve hours,

teen during the !

I'll in jnimU i b] ,,Llion, \'

in turn reduced by the <

cobbler, who v, :i his own account, comphi:
of M. le nird who

DC quelque nouvcau saint charge toujours son pi

lint the journeyman, who had no reason to dislike

so many holidays, was not pleased to find tlx-ir

number decreasing in the following century.
increase in the nominal wages was not enough to

compensate for the rise in the price of provisions and
rent

; the value of gold and silver had gone down con-

siderably since the influx of precious metals which the

\Yorld had poured over Europe. More than this,

at the very time when cheap labour was increa-

through the employment of peasants, women, and

children, the jealous persistence of the masters in

barring entrance into the higher grade to those among
their workmen who possessed the necessary capa-
bilities made the price of hired labour fall still lov

Compagnonnage acted as a check on these causes of

depression, but it was quite insufficient, and

hampered in many ways.
This ever -

deepening separation between masters

and journeymen was followed by separations betw
the masters themselves. In certain guilds they be-

came divided into the young, modern, old, and bachelor

masters these last ex-officers, each section possessing
rent rights.

officers abused their rights to visit, search,

seize, and line
;
the regulations were so difficult to carry

out literally, that it was always possible to discover
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I whi-h. on account of their length and the

both p. ntir-. They are nientmiu d at IN.r

j which was at law for a century.
1 At Paris, tin- lawsuit

between UK- wine-merchants and tin- Six (iuilds 1.

a hundred and fifty years. The founder within a

yea rod into actions "against the edge-tool DM
to prevent them from making fire-dogs; against the

needle and awl makers to contest their right of selling

thimble- other than those
; against th<

to claim from them the exclusive right of founding,

working up, and repairing copper goods ; against the

makers of weights and measures to claim equal ri

with them in selling half-pound weights ;

8
against t lu-

pin-makers, makers of kitchen utensils, button-makers,
and sculptors." In England, the bow-n t not

make arrows, and the right was reserved to a t lass

of arrow-makers. Legal expenses for the 1 uilds

alone amounted to nearly a thousand a year towards

the middle of the eighteenth century. 1

of esprit de corps, however, they persisted in wasting

their substance, to the benefit of the legal profession

which made enormous profits, and they defied royal
edicts which attempted to restrain their zeal in litiga-

tion. They were far from putting into practice the

motto of tjie Six Guilds, Vincit concordia jrutnim ; far

from realizing that solidarity which was the very object
of the guild system.

3. Vexatious regulations, The guilds were not only

jealous pf each other but also devoid of economic

initiative. Thi> was on account of the privileges they

1 Boissonnade, Essai sur I'organisation du travail en Poitou, depuis
U XI"1* siicle jusqu'd la Involution, vol. n \>. 123.

1 Martin-Saint-Leon, Histoire des corporations de m&tier, p. 358.
* "

Poids de marc "
; marc, ancient weight of eight ounces

irousse).
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defenceless when they ! the cold but 1

on, which is no doubt cruel

tin b to ill-timed enterprise, but which

[SO stimulating to human activity and an encourage-
ment to the progress of industrial and comnx i

\\uuld that their tyrannical regulations had suc-

led in guaranteeing honest exchange and good
quality of production ! In this respect, however, tl

no longer exercised the least control. Antoine de

Mcnichr< <ti-n in the time of Henry IV. denounced tin-

deceptions of commerce and industry.
1 In Kn^land

from the fourteenth century damp spices, second-

hand furs, and sheep -skins passing as buck -skin

were on the market, and in the woollen trade the

principle arose that it is for the buyer to take his own

precautions.
2

Henceforth the statutes were broken by tin-

people who had made them and sworn to keep tli

Men were found practising several professions, cornering

raw materials and carrying on clandestine sales below

the fixed tariffs ; illegal practices for securing cli<

or for enticing away a colleague's workmen bee;

common. Over and over again the officers and wardens

of a craft had to inflict severe punishments, but in many
cases they were themselves guilty supervisors in need

of supervision ! Their frauds often merited the con-

demnation they received.

Thus, through their own failings, quite as much as

through the action of unfavourable surrounding, tin

guild system dwindled away, till, near the end <>i

seventeenth century, it was little more than one of those

worn-out institutions which live on from force of habit
;

1 Boissonnade, Essai sur I'orgamsatwn du l>

488.
VV. J. Ashley.
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CHAPTER vni

THE DEATH OF THE GIT

I'hcir suppression in Kuropcau Countries. (a)

I he eighteenth century, the first half of whirl i

of analysis, criticism, and social satire, was in

>nd half a time of innovation and invention, 'hold in

its theory and practice, eager to correct and ref<

social organization in accordance with an ii'-.il <>f

justice born of reason. It was therefore both destruc-

tive and constructive.

In its first years it saw the beginning of a new

economic phase. A revolution, as serious as that

caused by the discovery of America and tl oute

to the Indies, began to operate in the world. A

it was commerce which, by its vast extension, bi

the bounds within which society had been circum-

scribed. It was conscious of its importance and dignity.

Voltaire sang the praises of the merchant
"

riched the country, and from his office

Surata and Cairo, and contributes to the happiness of

world." Sedaine, in the Philosophc sans le Sa<

the merchant
"

the man of universe," and com-

pares the traders to so many
"
threads of silk which

bind together the nations and lead them back to peace

by the needs of comm-i In 1760 Turgot pro]

to ennoble the great traders, and great lords were not
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this that in France, in n
(iuiliK -he taxes which

the importation of goods made outside the

kingdom ; moreover the liberal movement against the

gui'. d from the merchant aristocracy, and

Gournay, its exponent in France, held the title of

director of commerce.

industry developed with unprecede

ngth under the same impetus. 11 tree, in

which the sap was still rising, suddenly put forth

>rous branches. In England, engineering and coal-

mining are prime necessaries to its life, and the cotton

industry imported from the Indies attracted many
thousands of workers in a few years and kept them

permanently employed. This industrial revolution

took place both in those vast enterprises in which the

ancient hierarchy of apprentices, journeymen, and
masters became meaningless since a handful of masters

possessed the capital and appliances, while the mass of

workmen possessed nothing : and in those new enter-

prises which, like the manufacture of cotton fabi

owed to their recent origin the fact that they had never

been under the old guild system. The guilds themselves

could not but suffer from the extraordinary growth
which took place beside but outside their system.

Three forces in especial worked against them three

forces which led to invention, to the transformation

of technique, and so to the overthrow of traditional

rule- : these were, the desire to save labour a d<

which dominates all human activity, science, and
fashion.

(b) At first, masters and workmen were agreed on

one point the reduction of effort which was imposed
on them, and which meant reduction of expenses for

1
Murtin-Saint-L6on, Hisioire des corporations denUtier, p. 312.
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\\ho. while

- .f livelihood, i.ill a prey to

|uieu wrote on 1

:

'

,n article is of a fairly low
]>

: om w!

ts him who buys it and the workman \'

made it, machines which would simplify its nianu-

ire, that is to say diminish the number of workn

.Id be injurious ;
and il water-mills were not

where established, I should not believe them to b<

il as people say, because they throw inmi;

IL . . ."

This explains the curious spectacle offered by the

Id of labour in the eighteenth century ;
tin-

in
"
great

"
industry, like the wholesale tradei

the revolutionaries ;
their workmen, like the guilds,

were the reactionaries.

(c) Science, however, was not long in coming to the

rescue of the inventors who had risen from the working
class. The scientists, whose function it is to increase

human knowledge and the power of m nature,

gave proof in their turn of creative imagination ;
t.

captured and tamed hitherto unused or rebel fon

m, subdued and enslaved, became the magi'
which began by giving movement to bands, wh<

hands of steel and iron, carriages and boats, an

by carrying on eyery sort of craft. It could S]

ive, screw, rivet, plane, full, lift up, saw, cut

glean, thresh corn, etc. Chemistry and physics were

by no n tenor to mechanical science
; they <

posed and decomposed bodies, transformed and melt-d

m one into another, created new ones by b<

binations, produced heat, light, and energy. What
I the old regulations in view of this trans-

1
Montesquieu, bk. xxiii. chap. xv.
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:n, from earning an livelihood. They v

condemned as being contrary to t al inta

of consumers; for ;ied with enonnou

wasting their money in

penses, cor. i to laborious nu-thods of manu-
tnre through their inability to improve them, they
re yet able by means of their monopolies to i

up prices and to make unduly large profits, without

even being capable- of satisfying their clients if

ressed the smallest desire to have something on

the ordinary.

physiocrats had another grievance against the

guilds : they were opposed to them because they
diverted capital from the cultivation of the land, in

which, according to them, it would have been used to

much greater advantage. By degrees, among the two

peoples which led the European thought of the t

Great Britain and France, these accusations were con-

densed into a formula which was the death-warrant of

the guilds : Laissez-faire! Laissez-passer ! At Edin-

burgh in 1776 Adam Smith's famous work appeared,
and was looked on as the Gospel of the new doctrine,

In 1775 there appeared in Paris a posthumous work by
President Bigot of Sainte-Croix, entitled An Essay on

the Freedom of Commerce and Industry.

2. It was in England, the country in which regula-

tion was then weakest and where it had not touched

great cities like Manchester and Birmingham,
1 where

"
great

"
commerce and

"
great

"
industry made the

strongest and most rapid advances, that these theories

most quickly triumphed, born as they were of sur-

rounding realities. But, in accordance with the English

custom, there was no violent rupture with the
j.

no solemn repudiation of theories hitherto followed,

irtin-Saint-LC-on, Histoire des corporations de mttier, p. 523.
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of i House
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jK)licy c

it was still

a former age,
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wo< a 1809, and finally done away with in
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1814. Aln

lixi: agC8 o| labour was taken away from
; he peace. Of the economic legislation

Middle IR- laws whi< h
\

hib: | from forming any sort of combination,

I th.it in every dispute tin- word of a

should be accepted before that of a servant
;

but of

the guilds noth left but atrophied and lid

bodies, whit h were little more than memories, or nai

to what were far from being professional

associations.

In Franco, win TO there is a love of unity, logic, and

harmony, things developed differently. Guild mono-

polies continued, it is true, by means of bribery ;

but their domain was narrowed by the creation

the Sevres factory and the Royal Printing Press,

and by the working of many mines at the expense
of the State. In 1762 all industrial privileges v

limited to fifteen years, a serious menace directed against

privileges which had been held to be perpetual. In the

same year the freedom of rural industry was proclaimed ;

in 1763 that of the leather trade, and in 1765 that of

wholesale trade for commons as well as nobles, j

corn trade, in spite of the fear of monopoly, profited by
a similar liberty for a short time (1763). Simultaneously,

guilds were stripped, and their doors thrown oj

In 1755 it was decided that foreign journeymen might
be hired in every town in the kingdom excepi

Lyons, Lille, and Rouen. In 1767 the doors were

opened wide to foreigners and Jews competitors as

much hated as feared. In the same year the invasion

ted by a large number of letters of master-

ship which gave every craft in Paris twelve new mast

and every craft in the provinces from eight to two, while

purchase of these licences by the Six Guilds was not
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billed B him. '1 said to him.
"
Only

you ;nul I love the people. M. Turgot." Sonu- d

< d him, and, on August 2cS.

edict \\.is n -pealed. Wardens and masters w

!>lished, first in Paris and a little later in the other

i"\vns. But so decayed a system as this could not

suffer even the most passing M-nt with impunity.
At first it did not reappear in its entirety and

number of free crafts remained considerably larp i h

could only live at all by reforming

and expenses of reception were reduced by half, t

thirds, or sometimes even three-quarters; kindred

crafts were fused and the practice of several c

once authorized ;
women were admitted to mastership

in men's communities and vice versa
; foreign <

could now aspire to mastership. But the original

narrowness persisted ;
a new inequality sprang up

between masters and fellows ;
the rules for maintaining

internal discipline and the domestic authority of the

employers over the workmen became, not less, but

more rigorous ;
the journeymen were still forbidden

to have common funds, to assemble without permission,

or to be together more than three at a time ;
to carry

arms, to concern themselves with the hiring of labour,

to leave work unfinished, or to present them-

without a letter of discharge from their last

A strike could always be punished as a desertion

of work. A maximum wage was always fi A ell

as the time allowed for the mid-day meal. The regula-

tions for manufacture, however, beca ;

: ict
;

under Ne<kr> ministry, the manufacturer mi^lit choose

whether he would conform to them or not. If lie did,

lie had the right to have his goods stamped, and si

so i. .-tinguished by a special selvage ;
other

products received the
"
stamp of freedom."
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:iich had l;t
|

many ceiitui

>t the W law

destined to stifle anv in< lination tin ' have
AH to ronir to lite a.-ain. Tli-

them to their

societies of workers with the obje.

flu-mill^ that it was the <h;-

infirm and find work for tho>- wh<>

it in order to live. prot-

wliieh claimed to substitute a <ollr<ti\r contl

the individual contract between i;

Arti le 2 of tlic law in question reads :

Citizens of the same condition or profession, middl-

tlio-e who keep open shops, workmen and comfit.

whatever art, may not, when -they find t lie-

nominate president, secretary or syndic, keep i

Ititions, make regulations for wli

their common interests, or bind themselves b\

leading to the concerted refusal or to the ^rantin.^ onl

a certain price, of the help of their industry and lab<

According to a phrase taken iron tition ad-

dressed by the master-builders to the immicipalii\

Paris, the above resolutions and agreement^, if t

ever happened to be made, had to b red
"

un-

itional, opposed to liberty and to : aration

the rights of Man "
;
the authors, insti

or wrii

of 500 each, and to be deprived for a y -heir

its of activ-' aship. Severer |)enalti-

provided in all cases of threat and unl, bly.

. >lc of tl .'

Histoire des corporations de mttier, pp. 511, 516 ;

respectifs de I'association el de la socieU, p. 23 ; Jaurds, La L

tituanle, pp. 600-630.
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the com :n.^ pooi

Iministerin^ tin- <

,-rly held by the

gui'. h h;ul tlnis been wiped out

the pen. The clauses and confirm what
. e said concerning the action of princes, The

his wish that
"
such matters shall

be regulated by authority, on fixed and unit'

principles din < ted to the universal good of the

were no longer compelled to make 1.

a fixed weight ;
the merchants w. npted from

paying f'r weights and measures whi< h they hardly

used but which they were forced to po^ The

rious Builds of Florence had lived for centuries and
were to leave their mark behind them for a Inn;; time

to come ; it was only in 1907 that the winding-up of tin

property which had belonged to the Arte della Lana was
concluded.

In Lombardy, from 1771 onwards, under tl

the Empress Maria Theresa, a similar reform took

place ;
in 1786 it was Sicily's turn

; throughout tin-

rest of Italy, all that remained of the ancient guild

system disappeared under the French domination and
the Napoleonic Code. The same thing happened in

Belgium, where, after the decree of 17 Brumn
Year IV., nothing was left but shadowy guilds, such

as that of St. Arnoldus at Bruges, or the
"
Nat:

at Antwerp.
2 In Germany the guild system was more

tenacious and was only to disappear, in certain St.i
*

when German unity was almost realized. The Code of

the Confederation of Northern Germany declared for

abolition in all the countries under its jurisdiction.

The guilds, then, were long in d\ d in

1 Misul, Le Arti Florentine
;
La Camera di Commerzio.

Me, Jtnquete sur ies associations profession
d'artisans et ouvriers en Betgique, vol. i.
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again. In 1848 it publicly reappea -hrt time,

when the
]

:i,il government received liund

'leputai: -sed according to tin ii and

Louis Blanc nominated, according to craft guilds, d

r the Commission of the Luxembourg, and

\vlien cum! .'.ded it< beiibboned ca

and splendid works of art in the processions of the

republi tivals ;
but it was already inodit.

masters and workmen formed separate groups. MOM

recently, in 1891, it has been advocated in eloquent
but vague terms by Pope Leo XIII., and Catholic

les, founded by M. de Mun, have tried to put it

into practice.

But it has always encountered obstacles which have

arrested its progress. First there have been disag

ments between those who favour the idea. Should

the guild be optional or compulsory, open or clos<

What share should masters and workmen take in it ?

Should it aim only at mutual assistance, or should it In-

competent to act in disputes between members ? On
the one hand there were those who were afraid of

reviving the tyrannical monopoly of the old wardenships
and on the other those who were afraid of forming,

without meaning to do so, the framework for a social i

organization of labour. All this was enough to paralyse
those who might have been willing to join. But there

was an even greater difficulty li some of tin-

great employers, those of the Val des Bois for example,

supported the cause, the working classes, not unreason-

ably, stood aloof, uneasy and defiant. They dreaded

any sort of patronage in which the heads would bom-

bard them with pious exhortations and hold up to th

the dismal virtue of resignation ; they remembered
M Claudio Jannet's confession that he looked to

Christianity
"
to solve the social question by inspiring
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stance of institution

i (1 a preliminary - Mn from any one

win. -el up as a craftsman or moi

tin- hii\ raw inaiciial at the expense of the

.muuity : the provision of arbiti i tie

'1 tin- insurance of members
*

. Ih. \ even try, as in ol.l tii,

to set lire the lei^al monopoly of a craft and to forbid

hawking, etc. They remind one very much of what
I have (-ailed the capitalistic guilds of the Middle

Ages, and those of great commerce and

industry, with the sole difference that they are <

pulsory for all who carry on the same trade. (See

p. 28.) All the authority, in fact, is in the hands of

the masters, and although they are reminded of their

dut: ids the workers, the latter are subordii:

only present petitions, and are only all*

decide as to the administration of benefit funds. :

more than doubtful whether this reproduction of the

most hierarchical form of the ancient guilds has much
nee of spreading at a time when ideas of equality

have made such headway and when the working
ses are strong enough to refu-e meekly to submit

to the conditions employers lay down. It must also

be remembered that
"
great

"
industry, for and by

whom this method was formerly designed, is excepted
n Austrian legislation, which forces it on the "small

"

trades, to which this renewal of the regulations of the

old statutes seems to be a great hindrance. Imitation

of this system, which is itself only a more or less success-

ful imitation, has so far not gone farther than Hungary
and Germany (the Innnugcn). In Belgium, Swit,

land, and even in France, Christian associations are to

be found on the same model. They always include two

groups which never assimilate; in; ,d work:
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